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1. Introduction

Desertification as defined in the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification
(UNCCD) is the degradation of land in arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid areas. It is caused
primarily by human activities and climatic variations. Desertification does not refer to the
expansion of existing deserts; it occurs because dryland ecosystems are extremely
vulnerable to overexploitation and inappropriate land use. Poverty, political instability,
deforestation, overgrazing, and bad irrigation practices can all undermine the land’s
productivity.

The deterioration of the soil quality due to desertification is considered to be one of the more
acute environmental problems in the region of Coquimbo. Desertification is present in the
entire country, but the IV region is without doubt most affected, having 39,1% of it’s area
desertified (CODEFF, Comité Nacional pro Defensa de la Flora y Fauna, 1995-1998). Of
course this figure differs depending on what basis the desertification was determined. A
recent CONAF study mentions 52 % (Soto, 1999) ; other sources’ estimations were
sometimes even higher.
Natural factors such as relief, climate and soil characteristics create potential for
desertification, but more importantly, human activities trigger the effects.
In this context, inadequate cultivation and irrigation practices, overgrazing, urban expansion
and erosion are factors with anthropological origin that have contributed and are contributing
to this degradation resulting in a decrease of agricultural productivity, increase in costs of
production, and increase in offsite problems related to water supply, landslides, silting of
reservoirs, etc., all of them with important economical and social consequences. Moreover it
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forces the rural population to move to the cities, putting an even greater pressure on the
environment. (CONAMA, comision nacional del medio ambiente).
Chile entered the UNCCD in 1996 and is therefore committed to give priority and to assign
sufficient resources to the fight against desertification.
In order to counteract the negative evolutions, one must fully comprehend the extent of the
problem and understand the main variables inducing it.
The aim of this study is to investigate in situ one aspect of this land-degradation, i.e. water
erosion, both a cause and a consequence of desertification and the main limitation for
agriculture on steeper slopes in Latin America, although at present, the problems of
accelerated water erosion have extended to other areas with more gentle slopes (2-8%) (Pla,
1992a, 1993a, 2003).
Pla (2003) points out that in general the combat against soil erosion in Latin America
frequently has not been very effective due to lack of sufficient basic information or research
on site to support the application of particular soil conservation practices.
Although there are clear evidences that large and increasing areas of lands are being
affected by different processes of soil erosion, most of the existing evaluations of the type,
extension and intensity of soil erosion in Latin America are not very precise and objective
( Pla, 2003).
The research involves a collection and evaluation of data in order to identify and evaluate the
erosion processes in the drylands of Chile and to reveal possible correlations between the
involved parameters and soil loss. This should lead to a satisfying equation describing the
sediment transport process. Such a function together with rainfall data and a digital elevation
model of the area can serve in a 'sediment transport model' to predict the amount of sediment
loss due to one rain event in that area.
In this way it should be possible to create a diversity of maps allowing us to visualize the
risks on erosion and to comprehend the extent of the problem in this region. This information
then may contribute in a better understanding of the processes involved and within the
framework of an adequate soil conservation and land use policy can be very useful in
designing erosion control structures and water harvesting techniques, two very important
factors in soil conservation and rehabilitation and in the pursuit of reforesting the hills with
vegetation best adapted to the environment.
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This study was implemented with the help and effort of several parties : Ghent University
(Belgium), the University of La Serena (Chile) and CAZALAC ( Centro del agua para Zonas
Aridas y Semiáridas de América Latina y El Caribe).
Chapter 2 focuses on the physical and climatic characteristics of our study area with special
attention to the experimental sites. This includes physical geography, climate, vegetation,
land use and the amount of land degradation.
Chapter 3 is a literature study of which the content mainly addresses the processes of
sediment detachment and erosion : definitions, quantification, transport and detachment
equations, etc. Also given in that section is a summary of erosion models used in the past in
various projects and studies.
The results and discussion of this study are given in chapter 4, which is divided in three
parts. The first part addresses the materials and methods used, including a discussion of the
rainfall simulator, the second part deals with the quantifying of sediment loss for each
location and the realization of possible equations that can be used in technology for
prediction and control of soil erosion. The equations coming out of part two will be evaluated
on there practical use in part three of chapter 4.
Chapter 5 presents a conclusion together with some final remarks and suggestions on further
research on this subject.
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The data acquisition during this research took place in the Northern part of Chile, in the
region of Coquimbo, there where the problem is most pronounced. Numerous experiments
were carried out on hill slopes under extensive grazing in soil degraded areas in the vicinity
of La Serena, Illapel and Ovalle. Figure 2.1 presents an introductory overview of the region
of Coquimbo visualizing the relief , the main cities and hydrographical systems and the
locations where the experiments were performed.

Figure 2.1. Map of the relief of the IV region of Coquimbo visualizing the six experimental sites (After F.A. Squeo
et al. ,2001.
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2.1 Physical geography
The fourth region of Coquimbo is situated in the semi arid zone south of the Atacama desert.
It stretches out from 29°00’ to 32°10’ southern latitude, covering an area of approximately
40.600 km² and is characterized by arid landscapes due to scarce and irregular precipitation,
interrupted by so-called transversal valleys. Extending from the high mountains to the ocean,
these valleys sustain the development of arable farming and stockbreeding since irrigation
can be applied.

Four major units in the landscape can be identified : (i) the high mountains of the Andes, (ii)
the lower mountain range, (iii) the mountainous coastal strip and (iv) the east-west oriented
transversal valleys (Figure 2.2). The three most important valleys are from North to South :
Elqui, Limari and Choapa, named after the river basin. They differ in the extent of their
catchment basin, flow rate of the river and quantity and quality of soils (Paskoff, 1993).
These rivers all spring in the Andes and flow towards the sea. flow originates from
precipitation in winter and melting ice in summer.
The slopes of their riverbeds are well pronounced, giving them a torrential character,
especially in the higher mountains (Novoa, 1989). The valleys combine suitable soils with
water supply and contain therefore most of the arable lands.

Figure 2.2. Map of the physiography of the IV region of Coquimbo (F.A. Squeo et al. ,2001 ( modified from
Romero et al.,1988)).
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With regard to pedology one may find the Entisol-Inceptisol association in the Andes. In the
lower mountain range there is a predominance of Aridisol north of the Elqui river, while Alfisol
is more common between Elqui and Limari and between Limari and Choapa where it can be
found in association with Vertisol. The coastal area is characterized by Aridisol in the north,
Entisols from Coquimbo to Tongoy and from then onwards mainly Alfisols as far as
Huentelauquén. In the South, Entisols dominate again (Squeo et al., 2001 after Arévalo et
al.,1983).
The valleys are characterized by terraces in their lower and intermediate reaches. On these
terraces soils have originated with differing quality and degree of development.

2.2 Climate
From a climatic point of view , the IV Region of Coquimbo has a transitional climate between
a Mediterranean desert climate and semi desert climate : humid and cloudy on the coast,
warm steppe-climate in the interior. The interior zone is typified for its absence of clouds.
Temperatures and the daily thermal oscillation tend to increase in comparison with the coast,
while precipitation tends to decrease. Rainfall is concentrated in winter (May – August) , but
is nevertheless not very reliable; rainy years alternate with dry years in an apparent random
sequence. Moderate to severe droughts are frequent and extremely dry years with less than
20 mm annual precipitation occurred 9 times between 1960 and 1999. Figure 2.3 presents
an overview of the climatologic entities that can be distinguished.

Figure 2.3. Climate of the IV region of Coquimbo (F.A. Squeo et al. ,2001 ( modified from Romero et al.(1988))).
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The ‘Cordillera’ presents two slightly different climates. The high mountain tundra climate
(clima de tundra de alta Montaña, 8 in fig.2.3) and the cold high mountain steppe climate
(clima de estepa fría de montaña, 7 in fig.2.3) (Squeo et al., 2001 after Romero et al.,1988),
where the high frequency of sub zero temperatures permits the accumulation of snow during
an important part of the year. Precipitation varies between 150 mm to 350 mm (IRENCORFO, 1977).
In the North we find the most arid part of the region corresponding with a prolongation of the
transitional pampas of the third region. The climate is classified as transitional desert climate
(Clima desértico transicional, 2 in fig.2.3) in the central part and cold high mountain steppe
climate more eastward. Rainfall is very scarce reaching 95 mm at the Elqui valley but not
even exceeding 20 mm in the upper North area (Squeo et al., 2001 after Romero et
al.,1988).
The lower mountain range between the Elqui and Limari valleys corresponds with the
temperate marginal steppe climate zone (Clima de estepa templado marginal, 5 in fig.2.3)
with rains between 100 and 200 mm. Most of the fourth region’s agriculture and cattle
breeding is bounded to this typology.

More southwards the climatic conditions get more humid until eventually it changes to a
temperate steppe climate with winter rains ( clima de estepa templada con precipitaciones
invernales, 6 in fig 2.3). 80 to 90 % of the precipitation (200 to 350 mm) falls between May
and August in approximately 12 to 20 showers during the year. Mean annual temperatures
(15-16°C) are slightly higher then at the coastal area (14°C) due to the inversion of
temperature. Freezing temperatures can occur in winter.
The total coastal belt is subjected to the steppe climate with abundant cloudiness (Clima
estepa con nubosidad abundante, 4 in fig.2.3) except for a small zone in the North with a
coastal-desert climate and abundant cloudiness (Desierto costero con nubosida abundante,
1 in fig.2.3). Temperatures are much alike with a mean annual around 14-15°C, absence of
sub-zero temperatures and small temperature differences between summer and winter (56°C) due to the presence of the ocean. Precipitation is below 100 mm in the coastal desert
climate but increases to a value of 275 mm at the most southern part of the region while
potential evapotranspiration lies around 1100 mm. An important factor influencing this value
is the strong wind that can occur especially in summer. Characteristic of both climate types
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is the abundance of cloudiness. Subtropical air adjacent to the cold ocean causes this
humidity (IREN, 1972. ).
Note : It has been observed that the mean annual precipitation recorded for La Serena
dropped from approximately 170 mm at the beginning of last century to almost 80 mm
nowadays (figure 2.4) ( Squeo et al., 1999). A possible explanation for this spectacular
decrease was not given, nor is it sure that this trend will continue to take place.

Figure 2.4 Mean annual precipitation ( moving average – 30 years) for La Serena 1869 – 1999 (Squeo

et al.,

1999)

In the context of this study it might be interesting to know the erosivity of the rain showers in
the region. The erosivity R (USLE equation, Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) is the potential
ability of the rain to cause erosion (Hudson, 1971) and is expressed by means of erosivity
indices. Wischmeier (1959) defined it as the product of the kinetic energy of a rain with the
highest intensity during a 30 minutes time period, in short, EI30.
The R factor determined for the IV region was found to be around 7 J ha-1 mm h-1 in the
north, increasing with increasing amount of precipitation southwards to a value of 102 J ha-1
mm h-1. These values are relatively low compared to other regions in the country (Valenzuela
and Morales, 2004). Nevertheless, due to the aridity, soils are unprotected and thus
vulnerable to extreme rainfall events, which can occur.
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2.3 Vegetation
Leaving the desert behind, a far more beneficial climate arises for plants to settle. More rain
and rivers permit a vegetative development distinct from the regions situated north although
in general still only plants adapted to dry circumstances can survive.
One can observe a vegetation present in the region known as open, shrubby steppe with a
predominance of hawthorn (Acacia caven). This steppe varies with climate and topography.
That is why we can find on the coastal planes a bushy, not too dense vegetation with species
like cactus and hawthorn with a herbaceous layer. More inland there is a steppe vegetation
associated with mesophyle species like boldo, peumo, chañar (Geoffroea decorticans), molle
(Shinus molle) and Carob tree (Prosopis chilensis).
In the lower mountain range between 1000 and 2000 m we find an open shrubland with
herbs and dispersed shrub species such as guayacán (Porlieria chilensis) and Baccharis sp.
Above an altitude of 2000 m. we come across festucas, stipas and small bushes; xerophyte
species adapted to the harsh environment of the Andes (CONAMA, 2003).
Nonetheless, the native vegetation is altered and/or degraded due to human actions. The
intense exploitation of the steppe vegetation for the production of charcoal and the
introduction of exotic species like pine and eucalyptus as much as agricultural cultivars
induce stress to the indigenous vegetation (Pizarro et al. 2003).

2.4 Land use
Seven different forms of land use can be distinguished (Table 2.1 ).
Table 2.1. Type of Land Use and the percentage of the region’s surface area each one occupies

Type of Land Use

%

Prairies and shrub land

77.5

Areas with no vegetation

17.8

Arable land

4.05

Wetlands*

0.4

Water bodies

0.1

Woods

0.1

Urban and Industry

0.05

Total

100

* Coastal wetlands not included
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73% of the people reside in cities, especially : La Serena, Coquimbo, Ovalle and Illapel. In
1995 the mining industry brought on 24% to the Gross Domestic Product of the region and
agriculture, cattle breeding and forestry 21.4% (CONAMA). This states that economies
based on the natural recourses are still important even though tourism, commerce and
manufacturing industries gain importance.

2.5 Desertification and land-degradation
As said in the introduction, the region of Coquimbo is the most affected as regards soil
deterioration. Soils originating from igneous rocks are more susceptible to erosion. In such
soils, a clayey subsoil with low permeability and a substrate of decomposed rocks with little
cohesion favour superficial runoff and the formation of erosive active channels, e.g. ravines
(Peralta and Peralta, 1990).
Figure 2.5 presents a map of the IV Region visualizing the erodibility of the soils.
Unfortunately it is on a normative scale so there are no figures present. Nor is mentioned on
what basis this information was derived. However, it still provides an idea about the
susceptibility of the soils of the IV Region to erosion.

Figure 2.5. Erodibility of the soils in the IV region of Coquimbo (SiNIA, Sistema Nacional de Informaciόn
Ambiental, 2003 )
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According to CONAMA we can distinguish three different systems with aspect to the land use
and the negative processes occurring :
a) Land under low irrigation practices

-

Salinization of the soils.

-

Sometimes irrigation practices are being applied that don’t give priority to soil
conservation.

-

Urban expansion invading productive, arable land ( Coquimbo, La Serena,
Illapel, Salamanca).

b) Agricultural communities

-

Constant movement of the cattle (stands for goats and sheep as well)
between coast and cordillera in the search of pasture for its feeding and the
resulting overgrazing .

-

Cultivation on dry land with steep slopes.

-

Gathering of too much firewood for the purpose of fuel contributes to a lesser
percentage of soil cover. 33% of the energy consumption in the region is
derived in this way (Gobierno Regional,1994; López, 2000).

c) Land property of privates

-

areas rich in indigenous vegetation can become interesting for economical,
industrial or energetic purposes (production of charcoal for example) leading
to a degradation and loss of biologically interesting species.

Novoa (1989) states that this overgrazing, slash and overexploitation of soils especially on
more pronounced slopes contribute to a decrease of the soil cover and that it can explain for
a great deal the observed deterioration of soil quality in the region. The steep slopes and the
nearly inexistent vegetative cover make it vulnerable to the action of water. Also, the more
than occasional forest fire has an important role (CONAMA). Again according to Novoa
(1989), it should be top priority re-evaluating the actual forest and green crop plantation
programs, protecting the micro-river basins and soil and water conservation.
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In 1999 CONAF conducted a study with the intention of mapping the degree of desertification
for all communities in Chile based on four different factors : (i) aridity, (ii) erosion, (iii) poverty
and (iv) the actual tendency of evolution of all preceding factors.
(i) The aridity index indicates the vulnerability and fragility of ecosystems from a climatic
and biological point of view. It implies a) the duration of the dry period, i.e. the period at
which vegetation suffers from a hydrological deficit and b) a xerophyte index Ix, which
evaluates the gravity of this deficit and which is given through the following equation :

Ix =

PP − ETP
PP

(2.1)

with : PP = annual precipitation (mm)
ETP = annual evapotranspiration (mm)
This xerophyte index varies from Ix=100, meaning a deficit of more the 100 mm for each mm
of precipitation, to Ix<0.25, indicating a deficit of less then 0.25 mm for each mm of
precipitation. Table 2.2. indicates the gravity of the hydrological deficit with xerophyte index
Ix.

Table 2.2. Gravity of hydrological deficit on a scale from 1 to 10 and corresponding xerophyte index (Soto, 1999).

Gravity of deficit

xerophyte index Ix

10

> 100

9

50-100

8

20-50

7

10-20

6

5-10

5

2.5-5.0

4

1.0-2.5

3

0.5-1.0

2

0.25-0.50

1

< 0.25

The duration of the dry period varies from 12 months (desert) to 1 to 2 months. All
communities of the IV region are arid ( 9-10 months dry period) save for Mincha and Los
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Vilos which come under semi-arid ( 7-8 months dry period). The duration of the dry period in
relation to climatic regime is given in table 2.3.
Table 2.2. Climatic regime with code and corresponding duration of dry period (months) (Soto, 1999).

Regime

Dry period (months)

Desert, Xe

12

Sub-desert, Pa

11

Arid, A

9-10

Semi-arid, Sa

7-8

Sub-humid, Sh

5-6

Humid, Hu

3-4

Wet, Ph

1-2

Ultimately, the aridity index takes the form of a letter and figure combination corresponding
with the climatic regime and the gravity of the deficit.
(ii) erosion and (iii) Poverty were included being greatly correlated with the environmental
deterioration and desertification in particular. Data used in this 1999 CONAF research to
evaluate the grade of erosion and poverty was derived from “Pobreza y Ruralidad”, of the
Ministry of Agriculture and “Proyecto FAO/TCP/CHI/0051 (Santiago, junio 1993)” completed
with the early propositions for the FOSIS/MIDEPLAN.
One study concluded that in general terms 85 % of the region showed some form of erosion.
(iv) The overall tendency can be progressive (negative), stable or regressive (positive). The
tendency was progressive for all 15 communities in the IV region.
A total of 290 communities was studied. 76 (26%) were in severe condition, 108 (37%) were
moderately affected and 86 (30%) were slightly affected. 20 (7%) communities showed no
desertification.
Figure 2.6 and table 2.4 visualize the conclusions for the IV Region.
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Figure 2.6. Map of the IV region visualizing the degree of desertification ( Soto, 1999).

It is shown that the greatest damage is done in the south where there are more favourable
agro-climatological conditions for cultivation and where a greater vegetative cover can exist
(Soto, 1999). 8 communities are severe, 6 moderately and one slightly desertified. Not one
community is not affected. This illustrates once more the gravity of the situation in the region
of Coquimbo.
According to the information in table 2.4, 52% of the region’s area is subjected to
desertification. This is even a more serious figure than the 39,1% premised by CODEFF in
the introduction. Despite of what figure is nearest to the truth, both point out that the region
of Coquimbo is seriously affected by desertification.
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Table 2.4. Degree of desertification for the 15 communities of the IV Region (numbers are numbers in fig. 2.5)
(Soto, 1999).

Provence

Community

Aridity

Area (Ha)

index
Elqui

Limari

Choapa

Area desertified

Degree

(Ha)

1

La Higuera

A8

174 883

171 036

M

2

Vicuña

A7

275 261

-

M

3

La Serena

A7

148 395

82 559

M

4

Coquimbo

A6

126 173

56 033

M

5

Andacollo

A7

68 141

2 371

S

6

Paihuano

A7

259 003

141 572

L

7

Ovalle

A6

213 172

149 173

M

8

Río Hurtado*

A6

338 598

179 113

M

9

Punitaqui

A6

250 229

8 000

S

10

Monte Patria*

A6

328 863

-

S

11

Combarbalá

A6

265 375

120 540

S

12

Mincha

Sa6

-

-

S

13

Illapel

A6

257 610

209 012

S

14

Los Vilos

Sa5

195 356

87 000

S

15

Salamanca*

A5

325 026

149 000

S

* Communities with parts in the high mountains that weren’t studied
M= Moderately, L=Light, S=Severe

2.6 Six experimental sites
Quebrada de Talca and Arayan are situated in the micro watershed of Rio Elqui Medio, at
an average height of 400 m asl. Mean annual precipitation recorded from 1960 until 2004 is
86 mm for both locations. There is unrestricted grazing with goats and possible sheep.
According to Arevalo et al. (1983), the soils can be classified as either aridisoil or alfisoil.
Peña Flor is situated in the lower mountain range, within the micro watershed of the Rio
Hurtado at an average height of 700 m asl. Mean annual precipitation recorded from 1960
until 2004 is 123 mm. Soils in the area are classified as alfisoils ( Arevalo et al., 1983).
Grazing with goats.
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Embalse Recoletta, situated in the micro watershed of Rio Hurtado at an average height of
400 m asl is not subjected to grazing. Mean annual precipitation is 104 mm. Alfisoils (Arevalo
et al., 1983).
Cañas de Choapa is situated southwest of Illapel and lies within the micro watershed of Rio
Choapa Medio at an average height of 300 m asl. Mean annual precipitation recorded from
1964 until 2004 is 176 mm. Extensive grazing by goats and horses. Alfisoils (Arevalo et al.,
1983).
Quelen, situated southeast of Salamanca lies within the micro watershed of Rio Quilimari at
an average height of 900 m asl. Mean annual precipitation recorded from 1973 until 2004 is
302 mm. Entisoils (Arevalo et al., 1983).
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Figure 2.1. Map of the relief of the IV region of Coquimbo visualizing the six experimental sites (After F.A. Squeo
et al. ,2001)
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The problem of desertification was discussed already in the introduction and in chapter 2,
describing the study area. Therefore the content of this chapter will mainly address the
processes of sediment detachment and erosion.

3.1 Erosion and transport processes
3.1.1 Introduction
According to Merritt et al. (2003) the process of erosion can be described in three stages :
detachment, transport and deposition.
Owoputi and Stolte (1995) defined soil detachment as the dislodgment of soil particles from
the soil mass at a particular location on the soil surface due to the forces applied on the soil
particles by erosive agents, mainly raindrops and overland flow.
Prosser and Rustomji (2000) reviewed the representations and use of sediment transport
capacity relationships in modelling sediment transport in overland flow. They defined
sediment transport as the entrainment and movement of soil and rock particles through the
processes of saltation, suspension, rolling and sliding, with continuous deposition and reentrainment occurring.
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Merritt et al. (2003) distinguished four main types of erosion processes : sheet or interrill, rill,
gully and in-stream erosion. Owoputi and Stolte (1995) stated that the dominance of either
overland flow or raindrops in the detachment and transport of sediments is dependent on
whether the erosion is occurring in the rill or interrill area. Therefore a brief description of the
characteristics of the different types of erosion is presented in the following paragraphs.
Sheet erosion
Sheet erosion refers to the uniform detachment and removal of soil, or sediment particles
from the soil surface by overland flow or raindrop impact evenly distributed across a slope
(Hairsine and Rose, 1992a). In other words the detachment occurs primarily via the
processes of splash from raindrop impact - which is sometimes referred to as splash erosion
– and scour by shallow flow from surface runoff (Nearing et al., 1991). Both raindrops and
overland flow cause a shear stress to the soil surface which, if it exceeds the cohesive
strength of the soil, termed the critical shear stress, results in sediment detachment.
The process is such that thin layers of soil are removed, one after the other, from the surface
and the erosion is often not clearly evident when the soil surface is visually inspected
(Owoputi and Stolte, 1995). Owoputi and Stolte (1995) say that many authors, including
Young and Wiersma (1973), Gilley et al. (1985) and Bradford et al. (1987a) concluded that
while soil detachment in interrill areas is mainly accomplished by raindrop activity, overland
flow is the main transporting agent but they added that these processes are very much interdependent.
Rill erosion
Merritt et al. (2003) refer to Rose (1993) who defined rill erosion as occurring when water
moving over the soil surface flows along preferential pathways forming an easily
recognisable channel. Rills are small, ephemeral concentrated flow paths which function as
both sediment source and sediment delivery systems for erosion on hillslopes ( Nearing et
al., 1997). Owoputi and Stolte (1995) characterized it as being easily obliterated under
normal tillage practice. They also say that in the rill, the main cause of erosion is rill flow,
while the impact of raindrops on detachment is commonly assumed not to be significant.
Rill initiation is controlled by the cohesive strength of the soil and the shear forces exerted on
it. Flow in rills acts as a transporting agent for the removal of sediment downslope from rill
and interrill sources, however if the shear stress in the rill is high enough the rill flow may
also detach significant amounts of soil (Nearing et al., 1994). Erosion creates the rill
morphology while the rill structure influences also the erosion. Head cuts and sidewall
sloughing are sources of sediment, and roughness created by erosion has a direct impact on
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dissipation of flow energy. During runoff recession, plunge pools become sediment traps and
hydraulic roughness decreases. If the runoff were to increase again, those sediment traps
become sediment resources ( Nearing et al., 1997).
Gully erosion
In contrast to rill erosion, gully erosion describes channels of concentrated flow that are too
deep to be obliterated by cultivation (Merritt et al., 2003 after Rose, 1993).
In-stream erosion
In-stream erosion involves the direct removal of sediment from stream banks (lateral erosion)
or the stream bed. During high flow periods a large amount of sediment transported through
the stream network can originate from this kind of erosion (Merritt et al., 2003). However, instream erosion is beyond the scope of this research.

3.1.2 Factors influencing the erosion process

Aggregate diameter
Nearing et al. (1991) investigated the relationships between soil detachment and various
hydraulic parameters as well as the influence of aggregate diameter using two statically
compressed soil types. The soils were separated into dry aggregate fractions by sieving with
4-, 2- and 1-mm sieves, thereby obtaining 0- to 1-, 1- to 2-, and 2- to 4-mm fractions for each
soil. Tensile strengths were determined.
The results indicated that the logarithm of detachment was correlated (r² = 0.94) to flow
depth, slope and mean weight aggregate diameter. A greater sensitivity to slope than to flow
depth was observed. With regard to the effect of aggregate size, detachment rates were the
greatest for the largest aggregate size class materials, which had also the lowest tensile
strengths. According to Nearing et al. (1991) this could be due to two reasons.

The

mechanism by which a soil particle is detached from the bulk soil mass is tensile failure due
to a turbulent ‘event’ (these events are called bursts). So : (i) the mass of soil detached per
failure event was greater for the larger aggregates, and (ii) the resisting force per unit crosssectional area of soil, as represented by the tensile strength, was less for the coarser
aggregates.
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Soil cover
Bunte and Poesen (1993) demonstrated that local turbulence near rocks can cause local
scouring. For their data, when rock cover was less than 20%, sediment yield actually
increased as a function of the rock amount. Nearing et al. (1997) add that it is certainly
possible that other types of roughness, such as residue cover, might have a similar effect.
However, vegetative cover generally reduces the sediment concentration in overland flow.
Vegetation which is close to the soil surface, termed contact cover, is particularly effective in
reducing sediment concentration (Prosser et al., 1995). Specifically, contact cover reduces
the rate of soil entrainment and re-entrainment, which results in a lower transport limit.
One way that the contact cover reduces the re-entrainment is by shielding a portion of the
deposited layer from overland flow (Siepel et al., 2002). The impact of raindrops is also
mitigated due to vegetative cover.
In the case of vegetative cover Prosser et al. (1995) suggested to split total surface shear
stress τ in τss , the shear stress on the soil and τsc , the shear stress on the contact cover. The
fraction of the total shear stress exerted on the bare soil τss/ τ , is plausible some function of
the uncovered portion of the soil surface, (1-Cg). Because the contact cover Cg not only
shields the portion of bare soil but also reduces velocity and shear stress in the boundary
layer, Siepel et al.(2002) concluded that such a function would not be linear. In Siepels’
(2002) model the following relationship was assumed :

τ ss
= (1 − C g ) p
τ

(3.1)

Where p is to be determined by calibration with measured data.
Foster (1982) also hypothesized that the portion of the shear stress which is available for
detaching soil and transporting sediment is that acting on the soil and sediment, τss (Pa), but
which is given by (Nearing et al., 1997) :

τ ss = τ tot

fs
f tot

(3.2)

where: τtot = total shear acting on the surface (Pa)
fs and ftot = Darcy-Weisbach friction factors for the bare soil and composite surface,
respectively.
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The formula of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor is given as a reminder in equation 3.3.

f =

where:

8 gRS
V2

(3.3)

g = gravity constant (m s-2)
R = hydraulic radius (m)
S = slope gradient (m m-1)
V = flow velocity (m s-1)

A study conducted by Munn et al. (1973) compared runoff volume and sediment loss in bare
and cropped microplots under simulated rainfall conditions. They concluded that the plant
cover reduced the quantity of runoff water and was extremely effective in reducing the
erosion of soil particles (approximately 30 times less erosion). The wheat crop tended to
dissipate impact energy, to reduce velocity of flow, and to enhance infiltration (Munn et al.,
1973).
Flow discharge and slope gradient
In order to evaluate the influence of flow discharge and slope gradient on detachment rate of
natural undisturbed loess soil and to investigate the relationships between detachment rate
and commonly used hydraulic parameters Zhang et al. (2003) took undisturbed soil samples
obtained in the field and placed them in a laboratory flume.
The study’s objective was to assess the difference between using natural undisturbed soil
samples and disturbed samples to quantify the mechanisms of soil detachment by overland
flow.
A series of 25 combinations of flow discharge ( varying from 0,25 to 2 L s-1) and flume bed
slope (varying from 8,8 to 46,6 %) were used and each treatment was replicated five times.
Because the hydraulic conditions in this study were almost the same as the conditions of the
previous study conducted by Zhang et al. (2002) with the disturbed samples, the difference
between the two could be analysed.
The results indicated that the detachment rates of disturbed soil were 1 to 23 times greater
than detachment rates of natural undisturbed loess soil. It is apparent that when the soil is
reconstructed during the sample preparation, detachment rates are much greater. This effect
was significant and could not be ignored.
Detachment rates increased with both increased flow discharge and increased slope
gradient. Detachment rates increased as a linear function of flow discharge for all slope
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gradients, with high coefficients of determination (r²>0.98). However, the relationship
between detachment rates and slope gradients was dependent on the flow discharge. The
relationship changed from a power function at the lower flow discharges to a logarithmic
function for the greatest flow discharges.
Their analysis also indicated that soil detachment rates were well simulated by the a power
function of flow rates and slope gradients, especially for low detachment rates.
Dr = 130,41.q0,89S1,02

(3.4)

r² = 0,96

Where:

Dr = detachment rate (kg s-1 m-2)
q = flow rate (m³ s-1)
S = tangent value of slope degree.

The study by Zhang et al.(2002) conducted on disturbed soil samples confirmed that
detachment rates increased as a function of both flow discharge and slope gradient.
However, the relationship was now linear with slope gradient for all flow rates, although the
same flow rates and slope gradients were used. Detachment rate increased as a power
function of discharge for most slopes, but changed to a linear function for the steepest slope
(46,6%). Both relations were different of what was seen in previous studies.
Further analysis indicated that soil detachment rate was more sensitive to both flow
discharge and depth than to slope gradient. To illustrate this Zhang et al. (2002) compared
similar levels of hydraulic shear stress τ (Pa) obtained through different combinations of
slope gradient S and depth of flow h . Flow discharge of 2 L s-1 and 0.25 L s-1 combined with
respectively 8.8 % and 26.8 % give a similar flow shear stress ( 6.3 and 6.4 Pa respectively)
but the latter had 20 times less soil detachment! It needs to be said that in the latter case
stream power ω (W m-2 ) was a factor two less than in the first case which may explain part
of the difference in detachment rate.
Zhang et al. (2001) found that as slope gradient increased, the influence of the slope on
detachment increased as well.
As with the study conducted on natural soil (Zhang et al., 2003) detachment rate by shallow
flow was best described by a power function of flow discharge and slope gradient.
Dr = 5,43.106 q2,04S1,27
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Where :

Dr = detachment rate (kg s-1 m-2)
q = flow rate (m³ s-1)
S = slope gradient (%)

Note that flow discharge got more weight than slope gradient.
Both Zhang et al. (2002) and Nearing et al. (1991) found that the influence of flow depth h on
detachment rate increased as slope gradient increased (greater flow depth gives greater
detachment) and concluded that detachment rate for a given soil material is not a unique
function of shear stress. Average flow shear stress is, by definition, directly proportional to
slope multiplied by flow depth, (Sxh).
If shear stress were an accurate variable for defining detachment rates, then detachment
would have been equally sensitive to slope as to depth of flow (Nearing et al., 1991).
Munn et al. (1973) tried two different rainfall intensities ( 63,5 and 127,0 mm h-1 ) on two
different slope gradients (1 and 4%) for three soil types. Both rainfall intensity and slope were
found to affect the quantity of soil eroded. But the differences in soil eroded for the two
intensities at constant slope were much greater for all three soils than the differences in
erosion from 4 vs. 1% slope at constant rainfall intensity.
The effect of slope in terms of soil eroded per plot was much more pronounced at the higher
rainfall intensity.
Chaplot and Le Bissonais (2000) investigated the effect of slope angle on interrill erosion for
different plot sizes ( 1m² and 10m²) and for both natural and simulated rainfall.
Runoff coefficients - expressed as a percentage of the applied rain – increased significantly
with increasing slope steepness for both natural and simulated rains. One hypothesis is the
reduction in infiltration due to a decrease in the proportion of ponded, surface area, flow
depth and detention times at greater slope ( Ferrera and Singer, 1985; Fox et al., 1997).
Runoff coefficients also increased with increasing rainfall intensity.
Sediment concentration increased significantly with increasing slope only for the 10m² plots.
Sediment concentration was influenced by slope steepness itself : it was lower for 4 percent
plots than for 8 percent plots for the same flow velocity. Chaplot and Le Bissonais (2000)
explained that the lack of effect of slope steepness on sediment concentrations for the small
plots is due to the reduced length of the plot used, which does not allow flow velocity to be
significantly different for various slopes, i.e. erosion is transport-limited at the 1m² plots. This
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implicates that it would be difficult to transfer erosion data obtained with such plots to a larger
scale.
Soil loss increased significantly with increasing slope steepness. Under simulated rainfall, the
increase in soil loss with slope was greater for the high rainfall intensities (Chaplot and Le
Bissonais, 2000).
According to Fox and Bryan (1999) the influence of slope gradient on erosion rate differs for
rill and interrill conditions. Rill erosion increases substantially more with increasing slope
gradient than interrill erosion.

Flow velocity
Mean flow velocity is one of the more important hydraulic parameters in soil erosion
modelling because it is dependent upon flow discharge, slope gradient, topography, and
surface condition (Zhang et al., 2002).
The best prediction between detachment rates and mean velocities V was a power function.
Dr = α Vβ
Where :

(3.6)

Dr = detachment rate (kg s-1 m-2)
V = velocity (m s-1)

Table 3.1. Model parameters α and β in equation 3.6

Reference

α

β

r²

conditions

Zhang et al., 2003

0.344

3.18

0.91

Natural, undisturbed soil samples

Zhang et al., 2001

6.20

4.12

0.90

Disturbed soil samples

Nearing et al. (1997) found that flow velocity was best correlated to the unit discharge of
water in the rill, though the relationship varied depending on the soil and the level of
discharge.

Giménez and Govers (2002) mentioned that rill flow velocity could easily be predicted from
total discharge Q if sediment detachment is being estimated on a unit length basis instead of
unit area basis.

Relation slope gradient – flow velocity
The effect of slope gradient on flow velocities in rills is subject to debate (Nearing et al.,
1997). Govers (1992) refers to Rauws’ (1988) data that showed that velocity increased with
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slope on the rough surface but to a somewhat lesser degree than for smooth surfaces.
However, Govers (1992) himself showed that for an eroding rill, velocity was not influenced
by bed slope and suggested that the increase of erosion on the steeper slopes effects an
associated increase of bed roughness, thereby slowing the flow velocity.
Nearing et al. (1997) found for his data on two different soil types no apparent relationship
between flow velocity and slope.
On the other hand, working with simulated rainfall, Chaplot and Le Bissonais (2000) found
that flow velocity increased with increasing slope steepness and slope length.

3.1.3 Predictor variables
The main hydraulic variables controlling sediment detachment and transport are slope, flow
velocity, and flow depth. These variables can be combined in different ways to form
composite predictor variables with a physical basis for sediment detachment and transport
(Giménez & Govers, 2002).
Commonly used examples of such predictor variables are hydraulic shear stress τ, stream
power ω, unit stream power P and effective stream power Ωeff. These and others are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Shear Stress τ (Nearing et al., 1997)
Nearing et al. (1997) defined flow shear stress as the drag exerted by the flow on the bed. It
is function of slope gradient and the depth of flow.
τ = ρghS

where :

(Pa)

(3.7)

ρ = water mass density ( kg m-3)
g = gravity constant (m s-2)
h = depth of flow (m)
S = bed slope degree (m m-1)

Flow depth h is a simplification for broad shallow flow. Originally hydraulic radius R was
included in equation 2.7, which is defined as:

R=

A
Wp

(m)
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where :

A = wetted cross-section area (m²)
Wp = wetted perimeter (m)

Stream Power ω (Bagnold, 1966)
Stream power relates to the energy of the flow dissipated to the bed by flow (e.g. Hairsine
and Rose, 1992a,b; Bagnold, 1966; Nearing, 1997). It is thus an energy term. The difference
between shear stress and stream power is flow velocity; that is,
(W m-2)

ω = τV = ρgqS

where :

(3.9)

V = average flow velocity (m s-1)
q = discharge per unit width (m² s-1)
ρ = water mass density ( kg m-3)
g = gravity constant (m s-2)
S = bed slope degree (m m-1)

Nearing et al. (1991) used the Chezy equation to relate flow depth and slope to velocity (for
the case of uniform flow depth) and stated that substituting for τ, stream power could also be
written as :
ω = ρgC(hS)1.5

(W m-2)

(3.10)

with : C = the Chezy depth-discharge or roughness coefficient which is approximately
constant for a given bed slope (Nearing et al. (1991). C is calculated as :

C=

V

(m1/2 s-1)

[RS ]

1/ 2

(3.11)

Greater values of C indicate smoother surfaces (Zhang et al., 2002). Thus Nearing et al.
(1991) hypothesized that stream power should be proportional to (Sh)1.5 , and hence, in order
for detachment to be related to stream power, detachment must be equally sensitive to S as
to h. However, stream power is proportional to (Sh)1.5 only if C is constant.

Total Stream Power ωΓ (Giménez & Govers, 2002)
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Usually, sediment detachment is related to parameters that are calculated on a unit width or
unit surface basis (e.g. flow shear stress and stream power). This requires that rill width and,
in some cases, also average flow velocity have to be predicted first, before rill detachment
can be calculated. Giménez & Govers (2002) stated that this may result in a loss of
accuracy. They hypothesized that a more successful rill detachment prediction may be
obtained by using hydraulic parameters based on total discharge or on a unit length basis.
An example of a parameter based on total discharge Q (m³ s-1) the total stream power ωΓ ,
that can be defined as :
(W m-1)

ωΓ = ρgQS

(3.12)

Unit Length shear force Γ (Giménez & Govers, 2002)
An example of a hydraulic parameter calculated on a unit length basis is the unit length shear
force, Γ (Kg s-2) given through equation :
Γ = ρgRS Wp = ρgAS

(Pa m)

(3.13)

Giménez and Govers (2002) found that unit length shear force could accommodate for the
differences in hydraulic conditions on smooth and rough surfaces. Shear stress also was
independent of bed geometry. Stream power was not able to do so.

Unit stream Power P
(m s-1)

P=SV

(3.14)

Govers and Rauws (1986) found unit stream power to be a good predictor for transport
capacity on irregular beds. An extra advantage is that this parameter is calculated from
simple measurements, thus reducing the risk of errors.
Effective Stream Power Ωeff
Nearing et al.(1997) mentioned that Govers (1990) tested the possibility of modifying the
stream power term as a function of hydraulic radius R (cm) and critical stream power ωcr
(g s-3 ), terming it an ‘effective stream power’.

Ω eff =

(ω − ω cr )1.5
R

2/3
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Critical stream ωcr

power can be described as the threshold value stream power must

exceed to initiate soil detachment.
This equation was used in a study conducted by Nearing et al. (1997). The purpose of that
study was to investigate the use of hydraulic characteristics of rills (e.g. Reynolds number Rn
, hydraulic radius R ) in modelling soil detachment. Six experiments were carried out on two
soils and a uniform sand using three experimental methodologies. The overall fit was not as
good as the fit for stream power alone. Thus, Nearing et al. (1997) concluded that the
addition of the hydraulic radius term was not warranted.

Giménez & Govers (2002) used flow depth instead of hydraulic radius and left the critical
term aside. However, no conclusions were reported.

Ω eff =

ω 1.5

(g1.5 s-4.5 cm-2/3)

h2/3

(3.16)

with : ω = stream power (g s-3)
h = flow depth (cm)

3.1.4 Soil detachment equations
The soil detachment rate is one of the most important components of the soil erosion
process. The accurate prediction and quantification of it is fundamental to the development of
any reliable erosion model ( Owoputi & Stolte, 1995). In the past, soil detachment has been
related to numerous physical and hydraulic parameters. Through combinations of different
slope gradients, flow rates, flow depths and soil types, the relationship between soil
detachment rate and these parameters can be derived based on data from both hydraulic
flume studies and studies conducted in the field.

3.1.4.1 Principle

The conservation of mass equation for erosion by a broad shallow flow can be expressed as
(Bennett, 1974) :
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∂QS
∂ (ch)
+ρ
= Dr + Di
∂x
∂t

(3.17)

with : QS = sediment discharge per unit width or sediment load (kg m-1 s-1)
x = distance downslope (m)
h = flow depth (m)
c = sediment concentration in flow (kg m-3)
ρ = density of fluid (kg m-3)
Dr = rill erosion rate (kg s-1 m-2)
Di = interrill erosion rate = rainfall detachment rate = interrill sediment delivery to rill
(kg s-1 m-2)
t = time (s)

Assuming negligible dispersion within the flow and quasi-steady flow, Foster et al. (1977,
1995) reduced 2.17 to :

∂Q S
= D r + Di
∂x

(3.18)

Foster et al. (1995) considered interrill erosion Di to be independent of x, and always positive.
Rill erosion Dr on the other hand is positive for detachment and negative for deposition.
Several equations have been proposed to estimate Di and Dr . A brief overview is given in
the following paragraphs.
3.1.4.2 Detachment by overland flow Dr
The detachment of soil particles by overland flow occurs when the shear stress applied by
overland flow is high enough to pull the soil particles away from the parent material. The
shear stress from overland flow is primarily a function of the depth and the velocity of flow.
Because these two parameters are usually significant in rills, most equations for quantifying
rill erosion are based on detachment by overland flow (Owoputi & Stolte, 1995).

3.1.4.2.1 Detachment equations based on predictor variables
In many process-based soil erosion models, detachment rate is defined as the function of
either shear stress (Nearing et al., 1989) or unit stream power (Morgan et al., 1998) (Zhang
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G.-H. et al., 2003). Zhang G.-H. et al. (2003) found a linear relation between detachment
rates and shear stress for their undisturbed soil samples.

or

Where :

Dr = Kr τ – a

(3.19)

Dr = Kr(τ – τc)

(3.20)

Dr = rill detachment rate (kg s-1 m-2)
τ = shear stress ( Pa)
τc = critical shear stress ( Pa)
a = empirical derived constant

The critical shear stress τc occurs where detachment rate equals zero, in this case τc was
within the range of values reported in other studies (Nearing et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2002).
The intercept is called the erodibility Kr of the soil.
The correlation was improved when a power function was used instead of the linear
relationship (r² =0,93).
Table 3.2. Examples of model parameters a and Kr in equation 3.20

Reference

a

Kr (s m-1)

τc (Pa)

r²

Conditions

Zhang et al., 2002

0.8237

0.2065

3.99

0.74

Disturbed soil samples

Zhang et al., 2003

0.0184

0.0084

2.19

0.89

Natural, undisturbed samples

The values of critical shear stress and erodibility Kr reported in table 3.2 also indicate that
statically compressed (= disturbed) samples are more susceptible to erosion by overland flow
than undisturbed samples. This states that one must be careful in extrapolating results
obtained from disturbed samples to natural, undisturbed conditions.
The main problem associated with equations like equation 3.20 is its empirical nature. Except
for the shear stress that can be related to the overland flow, the other parameters ( Kr , B, τc ,
and a ) are not know to represent any particular soil and flow variables; thus their variations
in an erosion process are almost impossible to predict (Owoputi and Stolte, 1995 ).
An equation similar to equation 3.20 is that used by Khanbilvardi and Rogowski (1986), as
given below :
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Dc =

Where :

K rV 3
(τ − τ c )
d (ρ s − ρ w )

(3.21)

V = rill flow velocity (m s-1)
d = mean soil particle diameter (m)
ρs = soil density (kg m-3)
ρw = water density (kg m-3)

Equation 3.21 is also derived empirically, but it has the advantage of predicting the possible
changes in the detachment capacity due to changes in the soil density caused perhaps by
tillage or compaction ( Owoputi and Stolte, 1995).
According to Zhang et al. (2003) results of many studies have indicated that stream power is
the best hydraulic parameter to describe the process of detachment and transport in rills. The
detachment rates resulting from their experiments on natural, undisturbed soil samples, were
well correlated to stream power with a power function. The coefficient of determination was
greater than for either shear stress or unit stream power. The same conclusion was valid for
the Zhang et al. (2002) study. The regression equation is of the form :
Dr = α ωβ
Where :

(3.22)

ω = stream power (W m-2)
Dr = rill detachment rate (kg s-1 m-2)

Table 3.3. Examples of model parameters α and β in equation 3.22

Reference

α

β

r²

conditions

Zhang G-H et al., 2002 0.0429

1.62

0.98

Disturbed soil samples

Zhang G-H et al., 2003 0.0088

1.07

0.95

Natural, undisturbed soil samples

In addition to the capability of overland flow to detach soil particles, it is also the main
transporting agent. It is common knowledge that the rate of detachment of soil by overland
flow is function of the rate of sediment transport by overland flow (Foster and Meyer, 1972).
Equations relating rill detachment rate Dr with detachment capacity Dc and transport capacity
Tc are described in section 3.1.5. : Interaction between soil detachment & transport.
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3.1.4.3 Detachment by raindrops Di
The detachment of soil particles can be caused by the impact of raindrops on the soil
surface. This impact is a function of several variables, including the depth of overland flow on
which the rain is dropping. The smaller the depth of flow, the higher the impact of raindrops
on the soil surface (Gregory, 1984).
In interrill areas, overland flow is shallow, and therefore, raindrop impact is important, both in
detaching soil particles and increasing transport capacity of overland flow. Interrill erodibility
is mainly determined by means of rainfall simulation experiments.

The amount of erosion from raindrops has been linked to the rainfall characteristics such as
the rainfall intensity, drop diameter, impact velocity, and rainfall kinetic energy (Gilley, 1982;
Sharma and Gupta, 1989). Some other authors have empirically incorporated the effects of
soil characteristics such as soil shear strength and soil surface clay content into quantifying
the amount of erosion from raindrops (Owoputi & Stolte, 1995 after Watson and Laflen,
1986).
3.1.4.3.1 Rainfall intensity

Relating the raindrop detachment to the rainfall intensity, Foster (1982) and Rose et al.
(1983) used the equation :
Di = kiC Ia
where :

(3.23)

Di = raindrop detachment per unit area per unit time (Kg s-1m-2)
ki = raindrop detachability or erodibility (kg s-1 m-4)
I = rainfall intensity (m s-1)
C = constant representing the fraction of soil not protected by cover = (1-Cg)
a = Constant that ranges from 1.3 to 2.0

Liebenow et al. (1990) presented the following equation for the interrill erosion component of
the WEPP model (Sharma et al., 1995) :
Di = Ki I²Sf
where:

(3.24)

Sf = 1.05 – 0.85exp(-4sinθ)
θ = slope angle (°)
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Equation 3.23 is not only used to estimate the detachment caused by raindrop action, which
is often recognized as the only source of sediment from the interrill areas, but also to
estimate the delivery of interrill sediments into rills (Owoputi and Stolte, 1995).
However, Nearing et al. (1990) pointed out that equation 3.23 is deficient in many ways; it is
far from a process oriented equation.
Zhang et al. (1998) conducted a complete factorial rainfall simulation experiment with two
soils, four rainfall intensities, four slopes and two replicates under prewetted conditions to
measure runoff and sediment delivery rates. A factorial analysis of variance showed that
rainfall intensity I, unit discharge q (runoff volume per unit time per unit plot width), slope S,
soil type and their interactions significantly affected sediment delivery per unit area Di.
Among these parameters, sediment delivery had the greatest correlation (r = 0.68) with unit
discharge. Although rainfall intensity was closely related to runoff under steady state
conditions, neither discharge nor rainfall alone adequately predicted sediment delivery.
Zhang et al. (1998) proposed the following equation :
Di = Ki I q1/2 S2/3
Where :

(3.25)

Ki =intrinsic interrill erodibility
q = unit discharge (cm²/min)
I = rainfall intensity (mm/h)
S = slope (m/m)
Di = interrill sediment delivery ( kg m-2 s-3)

The linear intensity term, which describes the frequency of raindrop impacts, represents
detachment of soil by raindrop impact and enhancement of transport capacity of thin
overland flow. The product of q1/2S2/3 is considered to represent sediment transport by thin
overland flow.
The slope exponent, 2/3, is smaller than one, which indicates that the degree of slope effect
on sediment delivery decreases as slope steepness increases. According to Zhang et al.
(1998), Meyer et al. (1975) attributed this tapering effect to the shift of erosion mechanisms
from transport limiting at low slopes to detachment limiting at high slopes.
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Zhang et al. (1998) compared their equation 3.25 with three other models :

1. qs = Ki I q S (Kinnell,1993)

(3.26)

where qs = unit sediment discharge
2. qs = Ki I q Sf (used in the Watershed Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) (Flanagan and
Nearing, 1995))

(3.27)

where Sf = 1.05 – 0.85exp(-4sinθ)

(3.28)

θ = slope angle (°)

3. qs = Ki R q S

(3.29)

where R = rainfall excess rate
All models worked well (r²>0.90) but the results showed that equation 3.25 was slightly
superior. It was found that rainfall intensity should be included in interrill models and runoff
characteristics alone could not adequately simulate interrill erosion processes even though
runoff is the primary transport agent in interrill areas. The convex curvilinear slope factor Sf
was better than the linear slope factor S in describing slope effects.

3.1.4.3.2 Rainfall kinetic energy
Zhang et al. (1998) stated that rainfall kinetic energy might be used to replace intensity,
because energy is not only a good descriptor of raindrop impacts, but also has the potential
to minimize extrapolation errors due to differences in rainfall characteristics (e.g. drop size
distribution), such as when a model developed under simulated rainfall is to be used under
natural rainfall conditions.
Many types of KE-I relations have been proposed. Examples are :

KE = 210,3 + 89,0. log I

(Wischmeier and Smith, 1958)

(3.30)

where : KE (J m-2 s-1) and I (mm h-1)
threshold value of 75 mm h-1
KE = 30,132 (I – 5,484.I-1) (Kinnell, 1973)

(3.31)

where : KE (J m-2 s-1) and I (mm h-1)
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However, these equations relate to natural rainfall. Drop size depends on the intensity of the
rain and drop size defines speed of fall, which defines the kinetic energy of the rain, thus
intensity defines kinetic energy. The question rises if a natural rain and a simulated rain with
the same intensity also provide the same drop size distribution. What is more, none of the KE
– I relations complies with all intensity values.
Sharma et al. (1993) calculated the kinetic energy per unit area per unit intensity of a natural
rainstorm or artificial rainstorm as the sum of kinetic energies of individual raindrops :

N

E = k ∑ d i3 v i2 n i

(3.32)

i =1

Where :

E = kinetic energy per unit area per unit intensity (J m-2mm-1)
N = number of drop diameter classes
Ni =number of drops in diameter class i
di = mean diameter for diameter class i (mm)
vi = impact velocity of drop diameter di (m s-1)
k = 2,613 * 10-7 Mg m-3 at 20°C

Sharma and Gupta (1989) developed a function for the prediction of single-drop soil
detachment, incorporating a critical condition below which there would be no detachment
defined as the threshold kinetic energy e0 (J).
Di = ki (e – e0)b
Where :

(3.33)

Di = weight of soil detached by a raindrop (kg)
Ki = soil detachability coefficient (kg J-1)
e = kinetic energy of drop (J)
e0 = threshold kinetic energy (J)
b = constant that is assumed equal to unity

Both ki and e0 in equation 2.33 are soil dependent, and are strongly related to the soil
strength and clay content (Sharma et al., 1991).
rain power
Gabet and Dunne (2003) derived a mathematical expression, rain power R (W m-2), relating
the energy expenditure of raindrops impacting a soil surface to the rate of detachment of soil
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particles. Rain power incorporates rainfall, hillslope, and vegetation characteristics and is
modulated by flow depths.
The effective kinetic energy per unit area E’k introduces a vegetation factor Cv , because
raindrops intercepted by vegetation have essentially zero velocity upon reaching the soil
surface and thus have no capacity to detach sediment.

E'k =

Where :

ρitv ²(1 − CV ) cos θ
1 mass
v ²(1 − CV ) =
2 area
2

(3.34)

v = raindrop velocity (m s-1)
ρ = water density (kg m-3)
i = rainfall intensity (m s-1)
t = storm duration (s)
θ = hillslope angle
Cv = proportion of area covered by vegetation

Rain power is then :

R=

dE ' k ρiv ²(1 − CV ) cos θ
=
dt
2

(3.35)

Following the results of McCarthy (1980) and Schultz et al. (1985), Gabet and Dunne (2003)
assumed that detachment declines exponentially with water depth and introduced a function,
A(h,d), dependent on flow depth and drop diameter, that varied between 0 and 1.

−

3d

A(h, d ) = ∑ P(h)e −1.8h / d

(3.36)

h=0

Where :

P(h) = the proportional area covered by a flow depth h
−

h = the mean flow depth (mm)
P(h) was derived from the flow depth distribution, which followed the Poisson distribution.
Flow depths greater than 3 drop diameters are not considered because raindrop impact is
relatively non-erosive beyond this threshold ( Gabet and Dunne, 2003 after Kinnell, 1990,
1991, 1993a).
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Detachment rate per unit area ψ (g m-2 s-1) becomes :

ψ = αR β A(h, d )

(3.37)

Rain power correlated well with the detachment rate of fine-grained particles under simulated
rainfall conditions so that ψ = 0,011R1,4A(h,d) ; R²=0,88.
Gabet and Dunne (2003) mention that equation 3.37 can be adapted to predict detachment
under natural rainfall conditions if relationships combining terminal velocity, median drop
diameter and rainfall intensity are incorporated.

3.1.5 Interaction between soil detachment & transport
3.1.5.1. Detachment and sediment transport capacity

Flow-induced soil loss rate at a point on a hillslope can be described as a net balance
between the rates of detachment of in situ soil particles by the flow, deposition of sediment in
the flow, and the entrainment of previously detached sediment (Nearing et al., 1991 after
Rose, 1985).
Nearing et al. (1991) defined the maximum soil detachment rate for the case of clear-water
(no sediment) flow whereby the sediment deposition and entrainment rates are zero. This
maximum rate at which a flow can detach soil is called the detachment capacity of the flow
(Nearing et al., 1993 after Foster, 1982).
The other extreme for detachment by flow results when sediment load in the flow equals the
ability of the flow to transport sediment, which is called the sediment-transport capacity. In
that case, deposition rate equals sediment entrainment rate and, therefore, soil detachment
rate at that point is zero (Nearing et al., 1989a).

As mentioned earlier, in addition to the capability of overland flow to detach soil particles, it is
also the main transporting agent. It is common knowledge that the rate of detachment of soil
by overland flow is function of the rate of sediment transport by overland flow (Foster and
Meyer, 1972).
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The general consensus is that there is a negative or inverse relationship between the rate of
detachment that can be accomplished by overland flow and the rate of sediment it is
transporting at that point in time.
Owoputi and Stolte (1995) mentioned that Moore and Burch (1986b) explained that as the
sediment transport rate increases, the energy spent by the flow to transport sediments
increases and therefore less energy is available to detach more soil particles.
The most commonly used expression for this relationship is described by Foster and Meyer
(1972) for a single rill as follows :

Dr Tr
+
=1
Dc Tc
Where :

(3.38)

Dr = actual detachment rate (g m-2s-1)
Dc= detachment capacity ; maximum detachment rate possible (g m-2s-1)
Tr = actual transport rate in the rill flow (g m-1s-1)
Tc = transport capacity (g m-1s-1)

The implication of the equation above is that the actual detachment rate by rill flow is limited
by the amount of sediment load it is carrying. As the sediment transport rate increases, the
rate of detachment by the flow decreases. It decreases to zero when the sediment transport
reaches its capacity .
However, not every author agrees with the relationship described by equation 3.38. For
example Owoputi and stolte (1995) mention that Kemper et al. (1985) suggest that for
cohesive soils the sediment load being transported in flow channels may increase the
detachment rate as is the case in wind erosion. The reason suggested is that the more soil
particles in the flowing water, the more the abrasion exerted by the flow and therefore the
more soil particles detached. Other authors not agreeing for different reasons include Borah
(1979,1989) and Wilson (1993).
Foster and Meyer (1972) proposed another equation that describes flow detachment
capacity Dc ( g m-2 s-1) as a linear function of the difference between the sediment discharge
per unit width Qs (g m-1s-1) and the transport capacity Tc (g m-1s-1) :
Dc = α(Tc – Qs)
Where :

(3.39)

α = rate control constant
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Based on this equation Giménez and Govers (2002) hypothesized that if the presence of
sediment affected flow detachment significantly, one would expect that in their experiments
the final rill cross sections would decrease with increasing distance downslope. To
investigate this they plotted the eroded volumes of the rills against the downslope distance in
the rill. They observed no systematic decrease of the rills’ cross section with increasing
downslope distance and concluded that at least for their experiments, the effect of sediment
load on flow detachment was not important. In agreement with this Huang et al. (1996)
concluded that rill detachment and transport should not be considered as coupled processes.
However, Giménez and Govers (2002) mentioned that Merten et al. (2001) found out that, in
general, detachment decreased with increasing sediment load but in a way not fully
explained by current detachment-transport coupling theory.
Giménez and Govers (2002) compared rill formation and sediment detachment on smooth
surface samples with samples characterized by rougher, more irregular bed surfaces with
headcuts and knickpoints, which is the case in actively, (real) eroding rills.
On smooth beds, the total shear stress is equal to the grain shear stress, whereas on
irregular beds a considerable amount of form shear stress is generated, thereby reducing the
flow velocity and increasing flow depth (Giménez and Govers, 2002).
The grain shear stress is defined as the part of the shear stress absorbed by individual
grains and is given through the following equation (Giménez and Govers, 2002) :

τg =

Where :

ρf g V 2

(3.40)

8

ρ = water density (kg m-3)
fg = grain roughness friction factor (-) estimated from the unit discharge, the
slope, the grain roughness (D90), and the water temperature using the
algorithm of Savat (1980).
V = average flow velocity (m s-1)

Govers and Rauws (1986) showed that the sediment transporting capacity of overland flow
on irregular beds is not determined by the total shear stress, as an important part of the
shear stress is dissipated on macro roughness elements and therefore not effective for
sediment transport.
The presence of these bed irregularities slows down the water flow and reduces locally the
slope gradient, thereby reducing the flow’s transport capacity. Thus, for a given slope and
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discharge, the transport capacity of flow over a rough, natural rill bed will be lower than the
transport capacity over a smooth bed while its detachment capacity will be higher. Giménez
and Govers (2002) stated that a simple coupled modelling of sediment detachment and
transport, as proposed by Foster and Meyer (1972), is not possible because sediment
detachment and transport are controlled by different hydraulic parameters, i.e. the
relationship between the flow’s detachment capacity and the flow’s transporting capacity is
dependent on bed roughness, i.e. α in equation 3.39 is dependent on bed roughness.
In their experiments Giménez and Govers ( 2002) investigated this hypothesis and found that
the average values of α for the natural rill experiments were almost 10 times higher than
those for the smooth sample experiments. The use of the α-value derived from small sample
experiments to predict detachment in rills would therefore lead to a considerable
underestimation of flow detachment.
Thus, the relationship between transport capacity Tc and detachment capacity Dc cannot be
described using a simple rate constant α. Giménez and Govers (2002) proposed to model
detachment rate Dr as a function of both Dc and Tc, using different hydraulic parameters to
predict Dc and Tc.

Dr = Dc (1 −

Qs
)
Tc

(3.41)

Where :
Dc = Kr(ψ-ψc)
Where :

(3.42)

Kr = rill soil erodibility
ψ = a hydraulic parameter (e.g. shear stress, stream power)
ψc = the critical threshold value of that hydraulic parameter

In case the sediment discharge in the rill exceeds the sediment transport capacity, deposition
will take place instead of detachment. The value of Dr will then be negative.
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3.1.6 Transport
Prosser and Rustomji (2000) defined sediment transport as the entrainment and movement
of soil and rock particles through the processes of saltation, suspension, rolling and sliding,
with continuous deposition and re-entrainment occurring.
Section 3.1.5 presented various equations combining detachment rate with detachment
capacity and transport capacity. This section will introduce equations to quantify the transport
capacity Tc .
According to Polyakov and Nearing (2003), transport capacity is the equilibrium sediment
concentration approached at an infinite downslope distance given that the hydraulic
conditions (discharge, channel roughness, slope) do not change. In general, transport
capacity is a function of the flow’s hydraulic forces and the transportability of the sediment.
A simple equation that is widely used (e.g. Prosser and Rustomji, 2000; Jayawardena and
Bhuiyan, 1999) :
Tc = αqβSγ
Where :

(3.43)

Tc = sediment transport capacity per unit width of slope (kg m-1 s-1)
q = discharge (overland flow) per unit width (m³ m-1 s-1)
S = slope gradient (m m-1)
β and γ = dimensionless exponents
α = a coefficient whose dimension depends on the value of β (Jayawardena
and Bhuiyan, 1999)

Modellers have chosen a range of values for β and γ (varying from 0,5 to 2,0) which raises
the question of how particular choices were made, and of the sensitivity of any predictions of
sediment transport to the particular choice (Prosser and Rustomji, 2000).
Transport capacity is in general not considered as a limiting factor for interrill erosion.
However, observation of interrill erosion (e.g. Bradford et al., 1987) indicate that the
detachment of sediments by raindrops might be higher than the interrill flow is able to
transport (Jayawardena and Bhuiyan, 1999) .
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Jayawardena and Bhuiyan (1999) found that the transport rate of sediment without rain was
significantly smaller than that with rain, indicating the contribution of rainfall to the transport of
sediment in the interrill areas.
Since many predictor variables like shear stress, stream power or unit stream power are
ultimately based on q and S, they can be expressed in the common form of equation 2.43
with differing coefficients.
Jayawardena and Bhuiyan (1999) for example successfully related transport capacity with
effective stream power Ω, unit discharge and shear velocity.
Foster et al. (1995) proposed :

Tc = k tτ 3f / 2
Where :

(3.44)

kt = a transport coefficient (m0.5 s² kg-0.5)
τf = hydraulic shear stress (Pa)

Nearing et al. (1997) reported a logistic function (R²=0,93) :

e c + d log(1000ω )
log(10Tc ) = a + b
1 + e c + d log(1000ω )
Where :

(3.45)

a = -34,47 ; b = 38,61 ; c = 0,845 ; d = 0,412.
ω = stream power (g s-3 or W m-2)

3.1.7 Deposition
When sediment load exceeds sediment transport capacity, deposition occurs. Net deposition
is calculated from the equation (Nearing et al., 1990; Foster et al., 1995) :

Df =

βV f
q

(Tc − Q S )
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Where :

Vf = effective fall velocity of the detached sediment (m s-1)
q = runoff per unit width (m² s-1)
Tc = transport capacity (kg s-1 m-1)
QS = sediment load (kg s-1 m-1)
β = a raindrop-induced turbulence coefficient.

For situations of rain drops impacting rill flows, β is assigned a value of 0,5 in the WEPP
model, while for other cases such as snow melting or furrow irrigation, β is assigned a value
of 1,0 (Foster et al., 1995).

3.2 Erosion Models
A wide range of models exist for use in simulating sediment transport. These models differ in
terms of complexity, processes considered and the manner in which these processes are
represented ; data requirements including spatial and temporal variation of model inputs and
outputs and accuracy and validity including its underlying assumptions. Also the user’s
objectives, the scale of their intended use and hardware requirements differ. In general there
is no ‘best’ model for all applications. The most appropriate model will depend on the
intended use and the characteristics of the catchment being considered (Merritt et al.,2003).

3.2.1 Empirical models
Empirical models are generally the simplest off all three model types. They are based
primarily on the analysis of observations and seek to characterise response from these data
(Wheater et al., 1993). The computational and data requirements for such models are usually
less than for the other model types. However, these models usually don’t delineate between
transport and detachment processes explicitly. This may lead to greater model errors
compared with physically based models where detachment by raindrop impact and transport
by thin overland flow are modelled separately (X.C. Zhang et al., 1998). Empirical models
make no inferences as to the processes at work, instead relying on observed or stochastic
relationships between the causal variables and modelled output and tend not to be event –
responsive.
Nonetheless Merritt et al. (2003) state that empirical models are frequently used in
preference to more complex models as they can be implemented in situations with limited
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data and parameter inputs, and are particularly useful as a first step in identifying sources of
sediment and nutrient generation.

USLE ( Wischmeier and Smith, 1978)
The Universal Soil Loss Equation is the most widely known and the most comprehensive
erosion equation developed from an empirically based method using erosion plots or
laboratory flumes to observe the mechanism of erosion. This method also involved collecting
data defining rainfall, soil characteristics, runoff and soil loss. These data were than
statistically related in order to develop an optimised equation for the prediction of soil loss.
Because of the natural differences in hydrologic conditions that exist between runoff events,
data from many years of record were required to derive an acceptable optimised erosion
equation.
What makes USLE effective is that, though it takes no account of the physical processes
involved in soil erosion such as soil detachment, transport, or routing, it does recognize the
different significant factors that govern the erosion process. These factors include rainfall (R),
slope length (L), slope steepness (S), soil erodibility (K), cropping (C), and agricultural and
conservation practices (P) (Owoputi and Stolte, 1995). Each of these factors is presented in
the equation through a certain index-value.

A=RKLSCP

(tons ha-1 year-1)

(3.47)

Where : A = estimated soil loss per ha per year
As with most empirical models, the USLE is not event responsive, providing only an annual
estimate of soil loss.
Owoputi and Stolte (1995) commented that despite a general consensus that the USLE
provides the best estimate of seasonal erosion, it has not been able to meet the increasing
challenges posed by erosion problems and conclude that there is a need to derive a more
fundamental based equation for predicting the soil erosion rates.

3.2.2 Conceptual models
Conceptual models are typically based on the representation of a catchment as a series of
internal storages. They usually incorporate the underlying transfer mechanisms of sediment
and runoff generation in their structure, representing flow paths in the catchment as a series
of storages, each requiring some characterisation of its dynamic behaviour (Merritt et al.,
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2003). Conceptual models tend to include a general description of catchment processes,
without including the specific details of process interaction, which would require detailed
information (Merritt et al., 2003). This allows these models to provide an indication of the
quantitative and qualitative effects of land use changes, without requiring large amounts of
spatially and temporally distributed input data (Merritt et al., 2003).
Due to the requirement that parameter values are determined trough calibration against
observed data, conceptual models tend to suffer from problems associated with the
identifiability of their parameter values (Jakeman and Hornberger, 1993). Kleissen et al.
(1990) and Wheater et al. (1993) note that problems with model identification can be
minimised trough limiting the number of parameters to be estimated through calibration and
possibly identifying additional parameters using a priori knowledge of the system.
Beck (1987) stated that conceptual models play an intermediary role between empirical and
physics-based models.

3.2.3 Physics based models
Physics-based models are based on the solution of fundamental physical equations
describing streamflow and sediment generation in a catchment. Standard equations used in
such models are the equations of conservation of mass and momentum for flow and the
equation of conservation of mass for sediment (e.g. Bennett, 1974).
In theory, the parameters used in physics-based models are measurable and so are ‘known’.
In practice, the large number of parameters involved and the heterogeneity of important
characteristics means that these parameters must often be calibrated against observed data
(Wheater et al., 1993).
Thus, physically based models tend to decrease model errors by representing the erosion
processes more precisely, but they frequently lead to greater parameter estimation errors
because of the great number of parameters required, which are difficult to determine
experimentally. A compromise between the two error sources is often necessary (X.C. Zhang
et al., 1998).
Dunin (1975) stated that the derivation of mathematical expressions describing individual
processes in physics-based models is subject to numerous assumptions that may not be
relevant in many real world situations ( Merritt et al., 2003).
The sediment transport model STM-3D
Modified by Biesemans (2000) from the original EROSION-2D/3D model (Schmidt, 1996),
this model uses an object oriented approach to model and simulate the soil loss process.
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This means that the different sub-processes are described separately, where the output of
one sub-process is used as input for another. Unlike other physical models using this
approach, STM-3D needs only input about the most significant parameters governing the
erosion process.
STM-3D is not a continuous model, but estimates on the basis of separate rainfall events.
Because the number of rainfall events in arid environments is limited, it is important that the
methodology is also event based when harvesting techniques have to be optimized.
Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the general concepts of an event based physical model for
the determination of overland flow processes and the resulting soil transport, net erosion,
deposition and infiltration. Such a physical model consists of two main sub-models: a
hydrological model component and a soil transport model which is based on the hydrological
information (hydrographs).

Figure 3.1 General concept of the STM-3D erosion model ( modified after Biesemans, 2000)

In the hydrological component the infiltration sub-model and the distributed flow routing
model are not specified. The choice for a certain methodology will be based on data
availability, watershed complexity and the outputs preferred.
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The necessary user input for applying the STM-3D model are : (i) a Digital Elevation Model
(ii) a rain event (iii) soil hydraulic properties (iv) soil textural properties and bulk density (v) a
sediment transport equation (vi) pre-event initial moisture content (table 3.4)
Table 3.4. Input images for the STM.java program

image

units

remarks

DEM

m

all the other images must have the same number of
rows and columns and must be of the same resolution
and spatial extent

Clay content

%

Silt content

%

Sand

%

Organic carbon

%

soil organic carbon content

Drainage directions

-

eight possible directions numbered 1(NE) to 8(N)

Cumulative drainage area

pixels

number of upstream pixels draining through that pixel.

landuse

-

categorical 0-6

Retention capacity

m

cumulative water stored by the random roughness of
the soil

Rainfall interception

m

cumulative rainfall water intercepted by vegetation

Channel width

m

width of brooks, rivers and channels

The overland flow routing model is based on a simplification of the de Saint- Venant partial
differential equations (de Saint-Venant, 1871), namely the kinematic wave motion equations
(Chow et al., 1988).
This methodology enables to calculate flow rate and surface water level as a function of time
and space. The de Saint-Venant equations describe a one-dimensional unsteady

open

channel flow, and are the fundaments of almost all physical flow routing models (Biesemans,
2000).
In STM-3D streamlines are calculated on basis of the digital terrain model (DEM), so that can
be determined how the water flows from one terrain element to another.
In order to calculate the net erosion and deposition along a hillslope, it is necessary to know
the hydrographs of every hillslope segment on a streamline. These hydrographs are
determined using a finite difference numerical method to solve the kinematic wave equation
(equation 3.48) for Q(x,t) at each point in the x-t grid given the channel parameters α, β,
lateral inflow q(t) (m³ s-1 m-1) and the initial and boundary conditions. In particular the purpose
of the solution is to determine the outflow hydrograph of a certain hillslope segment.
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∂Q
∂Q
+ α .β .Q β −1.
=q
∂x
∂t

(3.48)

Where Q(x,t) is the discharge flowing into a segment (m³ s-1)

3.2.4 Stochastic vs. Deterministic models
A model is stochastic if one or more system parameters are random variables. This means
that the exact value of that parameter can not be determined. In natural systems such
variables are abundant (e.g. the daily amount of rainfall ). Probably almost al physical, social
and economic parameters have a stochastic nature (Biesemans, 2000). In some cases,
these fluctuations are not important and are not taken into account. Then, one can say that
these parameters are quasi-deterministic. All preceding model types can be either stochastic
or deterministic.
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3.2.5 Model summary
Table 3.5 provides an overview of some erosion models that have been presented in the
literature.
Table 3.5 Characteristics of some existing erosion models (after Merritt et al., 2003)

Model

Type

Scale

Input/Output

Reference

CREAMS

Physical

Field

Input: high / Output:
erosion, deposition

Knisel (1980)

GUEST

Physical

Plot

Input: high / Output: runoff,
sediment concentration

Yu et al.(1997)
Rose et al. (1997)

LISEM

Physical

Small
catchment

Input: high / Output: runoff,
erosion and deposition,
sediment yield

Takken et al. (1999)
De Roo & Jetten
(1999)

field

Input: high / Output: runoff,
erosion, crop yield

Littleboy et al. (1992b)

PERFECT Physical
SedNet

Empirical / catchment
Conceptual

Input: moderate / Output:
suspended
sediment,
relative contributions from
overland flow, gully and
bank erosion processes

Prosser et al. (2001c)

TOPOG

Physical

hillslope

Input: high / Output: water
logging, erosion hazard,
solute transport

Gutteridge
Haskins
and Davey (1991)

USLE

Empirical

hillslope

Input: high / Output: erosion

Wischmeier & Smith
(1978)

WEPP

Physical

Hillslope /
catchment

Input: high / Output: runoff,
sediment
characteristics,
soil loss, sediment yield,
deposition

Laflen et al. (1991)

If for example alternate erosion sources contribute significantly to the generation of sediment
(e.g. permanent gullies) then such processes need explicit representation in the selected
model (Merritt et al., 2003). Table 3.6 summarizes the processes the models listed in table
3.5 explicitly represent.
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Table 3.6. Processes represented in the models listed in table 3.4 (after Merritt et al., 2003)

Model

Rainfall- Land surface sediment

Gully

runoff

In – stream

Sediment

sediment

associated
water quality

G

T

D

G

T

D

Land In-stream

CREAMS

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

GUEST

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

LISEM

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

PERFECT yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

SedNet

yes

yes

no

noa

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

TOPOG

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

USLE

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

WEPP

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

G, sediment generation; T, sediment transport; D, deposition.
a

Requires a sediment delivery ratio (SDR) to compute sediment yield from gross erosion

3.2.6 Variability and uncertainty in soil erosion data
Almost all data a model is fed with, is subject to some kind of uncertainty. This can be
caused by measurement errors, measuring device accuracy, the way we generalize spatial
data (interpolation methods). All these errors propagate throughout the modelling process.
The results are then also subject to uncertainty. If one wants to decrease the uncertainty on
the end results, error propagation techniques (Heuvelink, 1998) provide a methodology to
pinpoint the input parameters which should be measured more accurately.
Nearing et al. (1999) observed that the relative differences between replicated plot pair data
tended to be lesser for greater magnitudes of measured soil loss, thus indicating that soil
loss magnitude was a principal factor for explaining variance in soil loss data.
A part of the process of evaluating the performance of soil erosion models involves
comparing model predictions to data from measured plots or small watersheds. Unless one
has some knowledge of the level of variability in erosion data, it is difficult to delineate that
portion of the observed error coming from the model prediction from that part of the error
which is resulting from unexplained variability in the measured value itself. Ruttimann et al.
(1995) suggested that in order to clarify some of this variability one should carry out ‘as many
replications as possible’ for erosion experiments.
One common misconception is that model accuracy invariably increases with model
complexity. Merritt et al. (2003) note that this is not the case and that it has been observed
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that simpler models performed equally well or at least were not substantially outperformed by
more complex models.
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4.1 Materials and methods
4.1.1 Introduction
All data acquisition required extensive fieldwork in the northern part of Chile in the region of
Coquimbo.
In order to obtain a variety of soil types, the experiments were carried out on six different
locations. The locations were selected on the basis of having three different uniform slopes
(low, moderate and steep) with scarce or no vegetation or stone cover, and in the vicinity of a
water source, for supplying water needed for the experiments . The inclinations of the slopes
were approximately 10, 20 and 30 %. The exact slope gradients are given in table 4.1.
Every experiment consisted in one rain fall simulation, two overland flow tests with different
flow rates, measurement of the infiltration, collection of soil samples and an estimation of plant
and stone cover.
In doing so 18 experiments had to be carried out.
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Table 4.1. Slope percentages for all six sites.

Quebrada de

Arayan

Peña Flor

Embalse

Cañas de

Quelen

Talca QT

AY

PF

Recoletta ER

Choapa CC

QL

low

13.6

14.4

9.5

15.0

14.0

14.7

moderate

23.1

25.1

23.0

19.3

21.6

24.2

steep

32.9

36.6

28.0

35.3

28.5

28.6

Slope

On each location a five to two m experimental plot was layed-out, its longest side parallel to
the gradient of the slope, and subdivided lengthwise in two identical 1 m wide plots. To collect
the run off water, a funnel-like structure made out of plastic was fixed at the bottom of the
plots (figure 4.1)

Figure 4.1. Lower end and collection system of the two 1 m wide plots.

During the rainfall simulations, runoff was collected in 1 litre jugs and the number of jugs per
minute was recorded. Runoff coefficients were expressed as a percentage of the applied rain.
A sample of the runoff water was taken every two minutes. These samples were weighed and
dried in an oven to obtain the sediment concentration in the runoff water in g l-1. Infiltration
rates were calculated through subtracting runoff rates from rainfall at all times, neglecting
surface detention. Flow velocities were measured, three times each plot, by recording the
travel time of a coloured dye.
After the rainfall simulation, an overland flow experiment was conducted in which only water
was added to the top of the field plot. A plastic sheet placed at the upper end of the field plot
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distributed the water over the entire width of the plot. Two different flow-rates were carried out.
One low discharge and one higher discharge. These tests lasted ten minutes. Run off,
sediment concentration and flow velocity were measured in the same ways as for the rainfall
simulation.

4.1.2 Soil Properties
4.1.2.1 Soil sample collection

Because the experiments were performed under natural conditions, undisturbed soil samples
had to be taken from the top layer in order to determine the soil properties in the laboratory.
This was done using iron rings with a certain depth. The sample ring was placed at right
angels to the slope with its sharp end downwards and pressed carefully into the ground
causing the least amount of disturbance possible. Once the entire ring was pushed into the
ground, the surrounding soil was cut with a knife to make sure the soil was loose enough
around the edges and underneath to remove the sample. This is important because only a
fully filled ring is of use. After removal, the soil sample was turned over, the surplus of soil
was cut carefully from the bottom end of the ring and plastic lids for both top and bottom
were put in place. At least one such sample was taken for every plot. Soil texture and the soil
retention curve were derived from these samples.
4.1.2.2 Initial water content

Initial water content was determined gravimetrically on disturbed samples. At every plot three
samples were taken with a soil core sampler and mixed - to avoid local differences - in a
sturdy plastic bag which was then sealed hermetically.

w=

Mw
Mv

(kg kg-1)

(4.1)

To derive volumetric moisture content out of w its sufficient to know the apparent soil density
ρb (kg/m³).

ρ 
θ =  b .w
 ρw 

(kg kg-1)
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Soil bulk density (kg dm-3) was determined in the laboratory on undisturbed soil core samples
taken at every site. w is given in table 4.2, average soil bulk density values are given in table
4.3 for each location.
Table 4.2. Initial moisture content of all 18 plots

w (kg kg-1)

Plot

w (kg kg-1)

Plot

QT low

0,038

ER low

0,027

QT moderate

0,028

ER moderate

0,019

QT steep

0,084

ER steep

0,020

AY low

0,036

CC low

0,021

AY moderate

0,032

CC moderate

0,020

AY steep

0,041

CC steep

0,014

PF low

0,044

QL low

0,024

PF moderate

0,041

QL moderate

0,027

PF steep

0,035

QL steep

0,035

Table 4.3 Mean soil bulk density values

location

Soil bulk density (kg dm-3)

QdT

1,652

Arayan

1,522

PF

1,470

ER

1,404

CdC

1,625

Quelen

1,520

4.1.2.3 Soil water retention curve

The soil water retention curve is the relation between matrix potential and soil moisture
content. This relationship is non-linear and is dependent on the coefficients of the function.
The amount of water available for vegetation can be derived from it for the curve provides
information about the capillary, osmotic and adsorptive forces at which the soil holds the
water. As such it is also used to describe the water movement through a soil profile.
Water is gradually abstracted from saturated soil samples under standardized conditions.
When a certain under - or overpressure is exerted on the sample, all water bounded on to
the soil with a lower tension is abstracted. When the hydraulic equilibrium is reached, the
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moisture content is determined gravimetrically and a higher pressure can be applied. The
high matrix potentials (up to –100 cm WH (water height), pF 0-2) are derived by means of an
underpressure exerted with a hanging water column (siphon) and with the help of a sand
box. An overpressure obtained by means of an autoclave is used for the low matrix potentials
( < -100 cm WH, pF > 2).
pF=log(-h )

(4.3)

with : h = water height (cm)

In literature various analytical functions are described that can be fitted on the resulting data
points. The most commonly used function was proposed by Van Genuchten (1980) :

θ = θ r + (θ s − θ r )(

1

1 + (α h )

n

)m

(4.4)

In this equation, α, n and m have no physical meaning and determine the general form of the
curve. θ is the volumetric moisture content at a given pressure head h (cm WH), θs is the
volumetric moisture content at saturation (cm³ cm-3) and θr is the residual

moisture content

-3

(cm³ cm ) i.e. at a pF value of 4.2. Equation 4.4 results in an equation that can be used to
determine the matrix potential h(θ) (cm WH) at a given volumetric moisture content
(cm³ cm-3) :

1

 θs −θr 1
 1 n
h(θ ) =   (
) m − 1 n 
 θ −θr

α 


(4.5)

The Van Genuchten model was fitted on the data using the RETC

software

(www.usl.ars.usda.gov/models/retc.HTM), given an initial estimation based on the soil
texture. The mean parameter values are given in table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 Mean parameter values of the Van Genuchten model.

Location

θs (%)

θr (%)

α

m

n

QT

7,23

39,37

0,069

2,172

0,318

AY

11,00

39,71

0,069

2,560

0,176

PF

16,63

46,97

0,034

2,429

0,407

ER

10,49

42,45

0,077

2,137

0,208

CC

5,47

35,84

0,089

4,329

0,084

QL

7,08

43,49

0,092

3,570

0,090

4.1.2.4 Mechanical analysis

The mechanical analysis is a method allowing us to determine the particle size distribution of
the mineral components of the soil. It was done using the pipette method which consists of a
number of physical and chemical procedures to obtain a full dispersion of the soil aggregates
in individual soil particles. First organic material, lime (CaCO3) and salts are removed from
the soil sample. It is possible then on the one hand by means of a dry sieving to separate the
sand fraction (>50 µm) and on the other hand through sedimentation in a stagnant fluid
column (Stokes law) to separate the clay (0-2µm) and silt (2-50µm) fraction and to determine
the quantities.
The results for the six locations are given in part 4.2.
All soils fall within the Sandy loam textural class except for the Quelen soils which come
under the Loam textural class. This means that although the experimental sites lied far apart,
a great variety in soils was not obtained. However, it can be observed that the variability in
soil texture at a site can be quite high (e.g. Peña Flor, 14%-29 clay). Also worth noticing is
that the sandy loam soils contained 20 to 30 % of particles bigger then 500 µm.
The textural classes are the USDA textural classes.

4.1.3 Rainfall simulations
4.1.3.1 Description of the rainfall simulator

In the first test, artificial rain is distributed over the plot with a certain mean intensity using a
rainfall simulator. The rainfall simulator consists of one sprinkler boom (PVC C-6, 32 mm)
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supported by mobile, metallic tripods with adjustable legs. Teejet TG SS 14 W nozzles
(Spraying Systems Company, Weeton IL, USA) were selected as they produce an axial flow,
wide-angle, full spray cone. These were positioned at 1m from each other. The advantage of
using pressurized nozzles is (i) the wide range of drop sizes produced, and (ii) the existence
of an initial velocity at the nozzle outlet, which is important to ensure that drops reach the soil
surface with a velocity close to their terminal velocity. Figure 4.2 presents a schematic
overview, while Figure 4.3 presents two pictures of the real thing.

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the rain fall simulator (modified from González, 2004).

Each rainfall simulation lasted for twenty minutes, in order to obtain a quasi steady state
condition regarding the sediment transport and infiltration processes. The pressure was
monitored with a low pressure steam gauge and regulated with a compression stop valve at
the pumping unit.
A height of 1.80 m above the surface was the best compromise between getting a natural
incline of the 'rain' falling and the installation of the structure.
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Figure 4.3. Two pictures visualizing the rainfall simulator

4.1.3.2 Calibration and interpolation

Before using the simulator on the field, several tests were performed to assess the rain
distribution on a flat area in the absence of wind. It was found that the most homogenous
distribution could be achieved by using all nozzles and a pressure of approximately 0,1Mpa.
The difference in pressure between the two end-nozzles never exceeded 0,003 Mpa on a
horizontal surface.
Once the desired pressure and distribution was chosen, the rainfall simulator was calibrated.
This was done by placing 162 plastic cups at well know positions to collect the rainfall over a
time period of 15 min. Knowing the surface of the cup opening (69,4 cm²), the rainfall amount
was converted into intensities (mm/h). The measured intensities were interpolated for the
whole plot area, using ordinary kriging. This was done using the software-packages GSLIB,
VARIOWIN and GHOSTVIEW.
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Figure 4.4. Map visualizing the positions of the calibration cups .

The purpose of the interpolation is to estimate the intensity of the rainfall over the full extent
of the experimental plot. Ordinary Kriging is a well known and frequently used technique
which interpolates values through a form of Linear Least Squares regression based on the
data points. Around a point xo to be interpolated, a ‘neighbourhood’ is drawn containing those
data points that will be included in the interpolation. In this case the neighbourhood takes the
form of an ellipse with its long axis parallel to the rain fall simulator because there is more
correlation in that direction. The unknown mean m is considered local stationary, i.e. within
the ‘neighbourhood’.
The outcome of the interpolation is a continuous image of the rainfall distribution (figure 4.5).
The positions of the nozzles of the rainfall simulator are also depicted.
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Figure 4.5. Continue image of the rainfall intensity (mm/h) interpolated by Ordinary Kriging. The positions of the
nozzles are given at scale.

To evaluate the estimations obtained through Ordinary Kriging the ‘Cross Validation’ and the
‘Jack knifing’ technique were used. The idea behind Cross Validation is to alternately omit one
data point and to estimate that point by means of the remaining data (figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6. Scatplot of the estimated intensities vs. measured intensities (mm/h) through cross validation

As illustrated in figure 4.6 the Kriging operation did reasonably good in estimating the intensity
values of the rain fall simulator. A Pearson Correlation of 0,75 is observed.
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Jack Knifing makes use of a completely independent data base making it more reliable. In this
case we had a second data set at our disposal. Pressure, number of nozzles, height and
duration were the same, but the cups were now placed at different positions. The intensities of
the second data set were estimated with the Kriging algorithm based on the first data set, or in
other words, the intensities of the second data set (figure 4.7) were compared with the
interpolation outcome depicted in figure 4.5. The positions and corresponding ‘true’ intensities
of the second test are shown in figure 4.7 ; the jack-knife validation outcome is shown in 4.8.

Figure 4.7.

Map visualizing the positions of the calibration cups and measured intensities for the

independent data base.

Figure 4.8. Scatplot of the estimated intensities vs. true intensities (mm/h) through Jack Knifing
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The Pearson Correlation is now not that good (0.24), but that was expected because no
rainfall simulation is equal. It can be seen from figure 4.8 that although all parameters were
kept the same, there can exist some difference in intensity on one spot. If we compare in
figure 4.7 and figure 4.4 the values of the cups placed between 0 and 50 cm on the X-axis,
we observe a difference of 80 mm/h.
Because the pressure is hard to regulate and to adjust, differences could occur. More likely is
the importance of the wind, influencing the intensity of the rain in a very unpredictable way.
The influence of the wind was mitigated as much as possible by placing a wind screen but
nevertheless it still played an important role at times.
Another explanation is the possibility that one of the nozzles was clogged a bit with dirt . Since
contact between the sprinkler boom and the soil surface is practically unavoidable during the
setup of the rainfall simulator, this is a very plausible explanation. And yet another possibility
on how these differences could occur would be the angle between the nozzle and the normal
on the ground surface. Since the sprinkler boom consists of different parts that must be
screwed down, this angle is not always exactly the same for each simulation.
To correct the interpolation values for these local and temporal differences occurring at field,
cups were placed for every rainfall simulation ; 18 in total. The mean difference between a
measured value from a cup and the estimated value at that exact position is subtracted from
all interpolation values giving the mean intensity in mm/h for that test.
Table 4.5 sums up a number of validation indices : Mean Estimation Error (MEE), Root Mean
Square Estimation Error (RMSEE) and the Mean Absolute Estimation Error (MAEE) together
with the Pearson correlation coefficient.
Table 4.5. Validation indices for both applied validation techniques to evaluate the interpolation.

Validation indices

Cross validation

Jack Knife

MEE (mm/h)

1.27

1.20

RSMEE (mm/h)

13.45

28.10

MAEE (mm/h)

8.82

21.08

Pearson

0.75

0.24

The MAEE illustrates that the interpolation makes a mean absolute error on the independent
data of 21.08 mm h-1(17.0%). Whereas applied on data from the same test a MAEE of 8.82
mm h-1 (6.95%) was found. The main reason for this was already stated.
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The RSMEE is not a very trustworthy value because the estimation errors are raised to the
square in the calculation. Therefore it takes only one outlier for the figure to skyrocket.
But in spite of the local differences between these two try out tests, it is shown that the overall
mean intensity on the field is quite similar; 126.84 mm/h and 124.28 mm/h. This means that
the plots in both tests received the same amount of rainfall, and the local differences are not
that much of a drawback.
4.1.3.3 Rainfall characteristics

Researchers want their rainfall simulators to be capable of simulating the characteristics of
natural rainfall as much as possible. Yet, according to Rickson (?), rainfall simulators will
never completely replicate natural rainfall characteristics. This is partly due to the
unpredictable and variable nature of natural rain. It is difficult to quantify natural rain
accurately, let alone build a rainfall simulator to replicate it. Ideally, rainfall simulators should
simulate local site conditions.
Simulator storms should represent the drop sizes of natural rain at the given intensity, as this
affects the kinetic energy of individual drops, and that of the storm as a whole. Accurate
representation of natural drop sizes is also important when simulating specific erosion
processes such as detachment ( Palmer, 1965).
The drop size distribution for the teejet nozzles was determined in the laboratory by means of
the stain method (Hall, 1970). Cumulative volume percentages of the drop size distribution
for the simulated rainfall are shown in table 4.6.
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Table 4.6. Cumulative volume percentage of drop size d (mm) for Teejet TG SS 14 W nozzle at
operating pressure of 0,1 Mpa.

d (mm)

Cumulative volume
Percentage (%)

0.2

0.14

0.6

7.34

1.0

27.77

1.4

55.20

1.8

86.18

2.2

100.00

2.6

100.00

3.0

100.00

Detailed raindrop characteristics, evaluated by d25, d50 and d75 and spreading and sorting
coefficients are shown in table 4.7.
Table 4.7. Characteristics of rain drop distribution

d25

d50

d75

d75 / d25

(d75 - d25)/ d50

1.00

1.31

1.61

1.61

0.47

The frequency curve of the drop size distribution of a natural rain shower shifts to bigger drop
sizes and flattens with increasing rain intensity. Yet for relatively high rainfall intensities ( >
115 mm h-1) again a smaller median drop diameter is observed (Hudson, 1963). Nonetheless
the determined d50 of 1,31 mm tends to be somewhat small in comparison with was is to be
found in the literature for showers with equal intensity (e.g. Hudson, 1971; Laws and Parsons,
1943). Research showed that smaller rain drop sizes generate significantly lesser splash than
bigger sizes, but this effect decreased with higher energy levels (Bubenzer and Jones, 1971).
That is because bigger drop sizes have a higher level of kinetic energy at impact than smaller
drops. Part of this energy is used to move soil particles. The maximum drop size was found
to be 2,2 mm (table 4.6), whereas many authors found sizes varying from 5 mm to 7 mm (e.g.
De Ploey, 1986).
Simulated drops should fall at their terminal velocity, if they are to have the same level of
energy as natural drops of the same size (Rickson, ?). The principle behind the use of
pressurized water is that drops sprayed out of a nozzle under pressure have an initial
velocity imparted to them which should be sufficient for the drops to reach their terminal
velocity at considerable less fall height than for drops falling from the skies.
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The kinetic energy of the simulated rainfall was measured with a Sensit kinetic energy sensor
(Sensit, 2000). Erpul (1996) found for 1,8 m height and 0,1 mPa a kinetic energy of 3,03 J m2

mm-1. This figure is low in comparison with the kinetic energy level of a natural rain shower

with comparable intensity found in literature (e.g. van Dijk et al, 2002; Salles et al, 2002) .
The main reason for this lies within the smaller drop size distribution of the simulated rain.
The rainfall characteristics of the simulated rain are not very similar to the characteristics of
natural rain. However, the comparison was made with relatively high intensities. Most
Chilean rainfall events have much lower intensity. At least in the rainfall time series that was
at our disposal no intensity above 20 mm h-1 was to be found, what is more this was an
extreme.
Hudson’s (1971) drop size distribution for an average rainfall intensity of 12,7 mm h-1 has a
peak for a drop size less than 2 mm. This figure is a lot closer to the d50 of 1,31 mm from the
simulator. Consequently the kinetic energy of a natural rain in Chile would be a lot less as
well, although this was not proven.
So it seems that the rainfall simulator approximates the local rainfall events even if the
intensity to do so is a lot higher.

When studying rainfall characteristics one should focus on kinetic energy rather than
intensity, since this parameter comprises raindrop diameter, fall velocity and intensity. A
comparison between rainfall events in the context of their potential to cause erosion is better
on the basis of kinetic energy.

4.2 Sediment transport and detachment equations
Sediment loss resulting from the rainfall simulation experiments at a certain moment of time
is actually the sediment transport capacity of the rainfall induced flow at that moment. The
interrill process is able to detach more sediment particles than can be transported downhill
by rills. The process is transport-limited. The soil loss functions derived from rainfall studies
determine for each runoff discharge the maximum value of soil that can be transported
downhill, and are therefore often referred to as sediment transport equations. The soil loss
itself is referred to as the interrill sediment delivery Di (kg m-2 s-1).
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Flow in rills on the other hand acts as a transporting agent for the removal of sediment
downslope from rill and interrill sources, however if the shear stress in the rill is high enough
the rill flow may also detach significant amounts of soil (Nearing et al., 1994).
The overland flow experiments provide information about that rill sediment delivery or rill
erodibility Dr (kg m-2 s-1). Depending on the rill erodibility, the overland flow is able to scour
sediment from within the rill. This process is detachment-limited.

Stream power and shear stress are among the most widely used predictors to describe the
unit sediment load qs (g s-1cm-1) and many authors have concluded that either one of those
was the best when used in a power function(e.g. Nearing et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2003).
Recapitulating from chapter 3, Nearing et al. (1997) defined flow shear stress as the drag
exerted by the flow on the bed. It is function of slope gradient and the depth of flow.

τ = ρghS

(Pa)

(2.7)

with : ρ = water mass density ( kg m-3)
g = gravity constant (m s-2)
h = depth of flow (m)
S = bed slope degree
Stream power relates to the energy of the flow dissipated to the bed by flow (e.g. Hairsine
and Rose, 1992a,b; Bagnold, 1966; Nearing, 1997). It is thus an energy term. The difference
between shear stress and stream power is flow velocity; that is,
(W m-2)

ω = τV = ρgqS

(2.9)

with : V = average flow velocity (m s-1)
q = discharge per unit width (m² s-1)

Since depth of flow was not measured, the shear stress was calculated by dividing stream
power ω by V. Unit sediment load qs (g s-1cm-1) is calculated as the product of sediment
concentration (g l-1) and the runoff volume (l) per second and per unit width. Because a broad
sheet flow is established during the simulations, the width of the flow equals the sample
width and the volumetric water flux or discharge per unit plane, q, width is directly
computable.
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Stream Power and Shear stress were evaluated in their capacity of modelling the sediment
load. This was done for al locations and for both the rainfall measurements and overland flow
experiments.

4.2.1 Quebrada de Talca
It can be seen from table 4.7 that the QT soils fall within the sandy loam textural class. Worth
noticing is that the low slope contained a reasonable smaller fraction of sand particles bigger
than 500 µm.
Table 4.7. Results of mechanical analysis for Quebrada de Talca (QT)

Slope

%Clay

%Silt

%Sand

%humus

%lime

Texture

%

0-2µm

2-50µm

>50µm

>500µm

13.6

9.9

13.7

76.4

19.4

1.0

0.6

Sandy loam

23.1

13.3

10.2

76.5

35.8

0.6

0.3

Sandy loam

32.9

9.5

17.2

73.3

28.9

0.8

0.6

Sandy loam

USDA

Table 4.8 summarizes the precise experiment conditions for both the rainfall simulations and
the overland flow experiments and this for all three slopes.
-1

-1

Table 4.8. Rainfall Intensity (mm h ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for rainfall simulations in QT and discharges
-1

-1

(l min ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for overland flow measurements in QT.

Rainfall simulations
Slope

Plot

23.1
32.9

Velocity (m s-1)

(mm h-1)

(%)
13.6

Intensity

Overland flow experiments

A

123.27

0.083

B

129.51

0.084

A

144.35

0.144

B

138.64

0.176

A

110.10

0.129

B

98.24

0.166

Discharge (L min-1)

Velocity (m s-1)

High

Low

High

33.5

19.0

0.276

0.169

0.217

0.206

0.245

0.232

0.371

0.250

-

-

-

-

32.0
-
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4.2.1.1. Rainfall experiments

If the measured unit sediment load qs for the three slopes is log-log plotted against the
stream power of the overland flow generated by the rain, a linear relationship can be
identified (figure 4.9).

1,E+02

Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

1,E+01

1,E+00

1,E-01
y = 4E-08x 2,3383
R2 = 0,713

1,E-02

1,E-03

1,E-04
0,1

1

10

100

1000

10000

Stream Pow er (W/m ²)

-1

-1

-2

Figure 4.9. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Stream Power (W m ) for the three field rainfall simulations in QT.

Figure 4.9 shows that stream power served to be a relatively good predictor of soil loss for
the QT soils (R²=0,71).
Shear stress on the other hand was not (figure 4.10) (R²=0,16). This suggests that unit
discharge q is a far better variable to be included in the equation than depth of flow h is ; in
other words, velocity V is possibly an important parameter.
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Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)
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1,E+00
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Figure 4.10. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Shear Stress (Pa) for the three rainfall simulations in QT.

4.2.1.2. Overland flow experiments

Stream Power and Shear stress were not able to serve as a predictor variable for soil loss for
the overland flow experiments. This was the case for most of the locations.
The R2 were :
R2 stream power = 0,008
R2 shear stress = 0,0975
From now on the overland flow results what concerns stream power and shear stress were
left out since most trends were relatively meaningless, except when something interesting or
peculiar occurred.
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4.2.2 Arayan
Table 4.9. Results of mechanical analysis for Arayan AY .

Slope

%Clay

%Silt

%Sand

%humus

%lime

Texture

%

0-2µm

2-50µm

>50µm

>500µm

25.1

16.1

23.8

60.1

22.0

0.9

2.8

Sandy loam

25.1

9.0

27.6

63.4

35.0

1.0

1.4

Sandy loam

36.6

22.2

32.9

44.9

13.4

0.3

1.0

Loam

USDA

In Table 4.9 can be observed that although the experiment on the steep slope happened on
the same location, it’s texture is significantly different from the moderate slope. Unfortunately
there is no information on texture for the low slope as the soil sample taken on that plot didn’t
survive.
-1

-1

Table 4.10. Rainfall Intensity (mm h ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for rainfall simulations in AY and discharges
-1

-1

(l min ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for overland flow measurements in AY.

Rainfall simulations
Slope

Plot

25.1
36.6

Velocity (m s-1)

(mm h-1)

(%)
14.4

Intensity

Overland flow experiments

A

128.07

0.040

B

116.54

0.039

A

117.98

0.065

B

105.79

0.054

A

114.13

-

B

117.50

0.097

Discharge (L min-1)

Velocity (m s-1)

High

Low

High

20.5

16.5

0.100

0.090

0.088

0.095

0.071

0.120

0.052

0.117

0.154

0,168

25.3
19.8

15.4
-

Low

0.289

4.2.2.1. Rainfall experiments

Similar to figure 4.9, figure 4.11 illustrates the sediment loss observed in AY from a simulated
20 minute rain event and this on three different slopes. However since there appeared to be
a rather peculiar trend in comparison with what was seen in QT the data for the three slopes
were depicted in different colours.
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Figure 4.11. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Stream Power (W m ) for the three rainfall simulations
in Arayan.

Stream power is now not capable of providing one single function to fit the observations. One
can imagine three functions - one for each slope gradient – with a similar slope but with
different intercepts on the x axis. Figure 4.11 seems to illustrate that a greater slope gradient
is more erosive (i.e. the soil particles are more susceptible to erosion), since for the same
value of stream power the steep slope yielded more soil loss than the moderate slope, which
in its turn yielded more than the low slope. However, the assumption was made that data
from the same location would have the same texture, and from table 4.9 was noticed that the
steep slope contained far less sand and more clay than the moderate slope.
One may then suggest that this is the reason why the steep slope showed a more erosive
character and not because it was steeper an sich. This would mean that the low slope had to
contain an even greater portion of sand than the moderate slope; however the data to verify
this is lacking. But one can assume that the reason stream power or Shear stress (figure
4.12) failed to provide one function is because of textural differences, since it worked fine
individually.
Figure 4.12. presents the plot of unit sediment load (g s-1cm-1) vs. shear stress (Pa).
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Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)
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Figure 4.12. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Shear Stress (Pa) for the three rainfall simulations in AY.

4.2.2.2. Overland flow experiments

Neither Stream Power or Shear stress could provide a decent function. Both predictor
variables did equally bad. Figure 4.13 shows the unit sediment loss from all overland flow
experiments carried out in AY in function of Shear stress.
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Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

AY low slope
1,E+01

AY moderate slope

1,E+00

AY steep slope
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1,E-04
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0,1

1
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Shear stress (Pa)

-1

-1

Figure 4.13. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Shear Stress (Pa) for the overland flow experiments in AY
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Worth noticing are the differences in shear stress for the moderate slope. These result from
the relatively big difference between the high discharge and low discharge carried out at that
particular slope (table 4.10.).

4.2.3 Peña Flor

Table 4.11. Results of mechanical analysis for Peña Flor .
Slope

%Clay

%Silt

%Sand

%humus

%

0-2µm

2-50µm

>50µm

>500µm

9.5

14.0

22.3

63.7

18.9

2.1

1.4

Sandy loam

23.0

12.2

25.7

62.2

21.9

3.5

1.9

Sandy loam

28.0

29.1

26.6

44.3

14.2

2.6

1.6

Sandy clay loam

-1

%lime

Texture
USDA

-1

Table 4.12. Rainfall Intensity (mm h ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for rainfall simulations in PF and
-1

-1

discharges (l min ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for overland flow measurements in PF.

Rainfall simulations
Slope

Plot

23.0
36.6

Velocity (m s-1)

(mm h-1)

(%)
9.5

Intensity

A

114.62

0.083

B

81.70

0.076

A

125.71

0.074

B

104.52

0.080

A

101.11

0.087

B

56.23

0.114

Overland flow experiments
Discharge (L min-1)

Velocity (m s-1)

High

Low

High

27.9

10.6

0.226

0.153

0.179

0.152

0.178

0.161

0.196

0.139

0.196

-

0.237

-

16.2
37.4

9.6
6.6

Low

Curious enough, it is shown in table 4.11 that the steep slope contained an equally lesser
portion of sand as was the case with the AY steep slope, however the suggestion that this
would imply a greater erodbility was now not that distinctive (figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Stream Power (W m ) for the three rainfall simulations in PF.
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Figure 4.15. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Shear Stress (Pa) for the three rainfall simulations in PF .

From figures 4.14 and 4.15 can be seen that both stream power and shear stress did really
well in predicting the soil loss originating from the PF soils.
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4.2.4 Embalse Recoletta

Table 4.13. Results of mechanical analysis for ER .
Slope

%Clay

%Silt

%Sand

%humus

%lime

Texture

%

0-2µm

2-50µm

>50µm

>500µm

15.0

11.7

30.4

58.0

23.9

0.9

0.7

Sandy loam

19.3

12.4

30.8

56.8

30.8

3.3

1.7

Sandy loam

35.3

12.2

21.3

66.5

30.0

2.0

2.3

Sandy loam

USDA

Texture was much alike for al slope gradients (table 4.13).
-1

-1

Table 4.14. Rainfall Intensity (mm h ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for rainfall simulations in ER and
-1

-1

discharges (l min ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for overland flow measurements in ER.

Rainfall simulations
Slope

Plot

19.3

35.3

Velocity (m s-1)

(mm h-1)

(%)
15.0

Intensity

Overland flow experiments

A

76.17

0.067

B

110.53

0.076

A

122.06

0.084

B

101.88

0.090

A

-

-

B

-

-

Discharge (L min-1)

Velocity (m s-1)

High

Low

High

19.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.273

-

0.385

-

32.9

18.8

-

-

Low

As with Peña Flor, both predictor variables were very similar, but the fit was reasonably less
effective (figure 4.16 and 4.17). Due to mechanical problems the steep slope could not be
simulated resulting in less data.
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Figure 4.16. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Stream Power (W m ) for the three rainfall simulations
in ER.
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Figure 4.17. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Shear Stress (Pa) for the three rainfall simulations in
ER.
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4.2.5 Cañas de Choapa

Table 4.15. Results of mechanical analysis for CC .

Slope

%Clay

%Silt

%Sand

%humus

0-2µm

2-50µm

>50µm

>500µm

14.0

5.6

18.3

76.1

29.5

1.5

0.5

Loamy sand

21.6

9.7

23.4

66.9

24.5

1.4

0.5

Sandy loam

21.6

7.8

17.6

74.5

34.7

1.2

0.4

Sandy loam

28.5

11.7

23.7

64.6

25.4

1.3

0.5

Sandy loam

-1

%lime

Texture
USDA

-1

Table 4.16. Rainfall Intensity (mm h ) and runoff velocity (m s ) (%) for rainfall simulations in CC and discharges
-1

-1

(l min ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for overland flow measurements in CC

Rainfall simulations
Slope

Plot

21.6
28.5

Velocity (m s-1)

(mm h-1)

(%)
14.0

Intensity

Overland flow experiments

A

118.22

0.060

B

129.99

0.101

A

118.46

0.067

B

117.50

0.078

A

104.52

0.094

B

106.93

0.096

Discharge (L min-1)

Velocity (m s-1)

High

Low

High

35.7

20.1

0.139

-

0.231

-

0.179

0.100

0.185

0.117

0.191

0.104

0.186

-

21.6
33.5

6.4
-

Low

4.2.5.1. Rainfall experiments

The measurements from Cañas de Choapa are problematic. The observations seem to go in
all directions (figure 4.18). To obtain an idea of which experiment could have been
responsible for this , the different slopes were visualized in different colours. Only the
outcome of the steep slope seems reasonable in comparison with what was observed on
the preceding locations. The low slope’s trend is even negative. The overall fit was 0,08 and
0,23 for stream power and shear stress respectively.
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Figure 4.18. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Stream Power (W m ) for the three rainfall simulations
in CC.

The difference in soil loss between side A and side B of the moderate slope is very
strange. From table 4.16 can be seen that both sides were subjected to the same rainfall
intensity (i.e. 118,46 and 117,50 mm h-1). Possibly something went wrong during the test
(e.g. a leak), but no remarks were written down whatsoever.

A possible explanation for the random behaviour observed is overgrazing and soil
compaction. The measurements from Cañas de Choapa were carried out on someone’s
private property. That person was seen everyday leading his cattle and horses out to
pasture. Presumably the rainfall washed away loose soil particles causing an initial rate of
soil loss, but an increase in runoff would not lead to substantially more erosion because of
this compaction; on the contrary . It was mentioned that only the steep slope showed the
expected trend; that makes sense since steep slopes are usually not very attractive for
grazing.
4.2.5.1. Overland Flow experiments
The overland flow results were surprisingly relatively good : The R2 were :
R2 stream power = 0,60 (figure 4.19)
R2 shear stress = 0,40
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Figure 4.19. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Shear Stress (Pa) for the overland flow experiments in CC.

4.2.6 Quelen
Table 4.17 . Results of textural analysis for QL .
Slope

%Clay

%Silt

%Sand

%humus

%lime

Texture

%

0-2µm

2-50µm

>50µm

>500µm

14.7

11.8

43.9

44.2

14.0

1.2

1.9

Loam

24.2

11.0

44.0

45.0

17.5

2.2

2.9

Loam

28.6

11.7

45.2

43.0

14.6

2.2

2.5

Loam

USDA

Quelen was the only place with a totally different soil texture. Whereas until then only sandy
loam was found, the Quelen soils provided a loamy texture.
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-1

-1

Table 4.18. Rainfall Intensity (mm h ) and runoff velocity (m s ) (%) for rainfall simulations in QL and discharges
-1

-1

(l min ) and runoff velocity (m s ) for overland flow measurements in QL.

Rainfall simulations
Slope

Plot

Intensity

Overland flow experiments

Velocity (m s-1)

(mm h-1)

(%)
14.7

24.2
28.6

A

85.06

0.092

B

108.13

0.060

A

114.89

0.034

B

116.78

0.038

A

120.62

0.163

B

114.37

0.151

Discharge (L min-1)

Velocity (m s-1)

High

Low

High

24.9

3.8

0.208

0.092

0.145

0.060

0.117

0.106

0.135

0.085

0.219

0.178

0.210

0.164

30.5
21.3

11.8
5.3

Low

What was seen with the CC observations, the same goes for QL. Stream power was not able
to provide a good or even acceptable fit (R²=0,17). Shear stress did even worse (figure not
shown), although textures were equal for al slope gradients.
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Quelen low slope
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Figure 4.20. Unit sediment loss (g s cm ) vs. Stream Power (W m ) for the three rainfall simulations
in Quelen.
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4.2.7 Stream power and shear stress : Conclusion
What can be concluded concerning the stream power and the shear stress is that
generally speaking, stream power did significantly better in predicting the soil loss generated
from rainfall simulations. Stream power served in a soil loss equation for the observations
from Quebrada de Talca, Embalse Recoletta and Peña Flor. While there was observed
potential in fitting the Arayan observations as well if a predictor variable or equation is
constructed with more weight put on unit discharge or velocity, the observations from Cañas
de Choapa and Quelen seem problematic.

However both predictor variables were not good in predicting soil loss resulting from overland
flow. A possible explanation for this behaviour can originate from the detachment – limited
character of the overland flow process. With the transport-limited rainfall, a higher stream
power value of the overland flow – originating from the steeper slope gradient if texture is
equal - means that more sediment can be detached and transported.
This is not necessarily the case with overland flow, since it is very possible that all
detachable particles have been washed away. This suggests that there should be a higher
correlation between the predictor variable stream power or any other and the unit sediment
load for the rainfall process than for the overland flow process, as was observed.

4.2.8 Other equations using a multiple linear regression
In sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.7, stream power and shear stress were evaluated on their ability to
predict the soil loss observations from the six sites. It was found that stream power was
better than shear stress, but still it described the soil loss for only three locations out of six.
However, next to slope and unit discharge, there’s data on runoff velocity, runoff coefficient,
rainfall intensity and texture. This information might be incorporated or other coefficients on
slope and unit discharge might be used to find a more satisfying function as was seen in
literature (e.g. Zhang et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 1998; Kinnell, 1993; Liebenow et al, 1990).
To obtain the best fit trying out all possible parameters, a multiple linear regression was
carried out. This was done on the logarithms of these parameters since it was assumed that
a multiplication of factors had to be used and not a summation.

The multiple linear regression equation is given as follows :
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k

E [log qs ] = µ + ∑ βi * log X i

(4.6)

i

With the knowledge that

βi * log Xi = log Xi βi

(4.7)

log X1 + logX2 = log(X1 X2)

(4.8)

one obtains:
k

E [log qs ] = µ + log(∏ X iβ )
i

(4.9)

i

In this equation qs is the unit sediment loss, µ is the intercept and βi are the coefficients to
which the variables Xi are raised. k is the number of parameters included in the regression.
It was also assumed that a power function in a loglog plot would give the best fit as was the
case with stream power.
S-Plus 6.1 (Insightful®) was used to carry out the multiple regression and to calculate the
correlations between the parameters. This was done on the rainfall simulations and on the
overland flow measurements separately to obtain a sediment transport equation and a
sediment detachment equation respectively.
4.2.8.1 Sediment Transport Equation

Because it was seen that the measurements from Cañas de Choapa and Quelen could
distort the fit a great deal, the regressions were executed on two separate groups of data:
one group including all data from all six locations and one group excluding the CC and QL
data.

4.2.8.1.1 Correlations

Table 4. 19 presents the correlation matrix between the unit sediment load and the possible
parameters. The quadrate of R is the Pearson determination coefficient R².
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Table 4.19. Correlations (R) between parameters for unit sediment load (usl) , velocity (V) and unit runoff
discharge (q) for all rainfall data and for rainfall data excluding CC and QL.

QT, AY, PF, ER
Parameter

All rainfall data

usl

V

q

usl

V

q

0,44

0,34

-0,11

0,02

0,22

-0,05

Velocity v (m s )

0,57

1

0,11

0,16

1

-0,06

Intensity I (mm h-1)

0,37

0,20

0,50

-0,40

-0,05

0,25

0,12

0,12

0,40

-0,06

-0,11

0,23

Unit discharge q (cm² s )

0,65

0,11

1

0,34

-0,06

1

Clay (%)

-0,13

0,02

-0,40

0,28

0,08

-0,21

Loam (%)

-0,32

-0,62

-0,21

0,05

-0,06

-0,17

Sand (%)

0,25

0,31

0,37

-0,07

0,03

0,17

sand > 500 µm (%)

0,38

0,25

0,28

-0,12

-0,07

0,19

Slope S (%)
-1

Runoffcoefficient (-)
-1

USL = Unit Sediment Load

From table 4.19 can be noticed that including the CC and QL observations lowered the
correlations much indeed.
If one concentrate on the dataset excluding these two for the moment, there can be noticed
that unit discharge q, velocity V and slope S seem good variables to predict soil loss as was
expected. The sand fraction bigger than 500 µm and intensity also have a positive effect
while loam has a significant negative effect.
4.2.8.1.2. Model for Quebrada de Talca, Arayan, Peña Flor and Embalse Recoletta

The following results are based on the 4 locations data set (QT, AY, PF and ER).
‘Stepwise regression in both directions’ was used to build the model(s). Each step the most
significant independent variable (highest F-value, lowest p-value) is included into the model
or the least significant is excluded from the model.

The first test initially included all parameters to verify their significance. The outcome was a
model including : slope, unit discharge, velocity and the texture parameters.
Intensity and runoff coefficient were found not to be significant. Of course the rainfall intensity
is very positively correlated with the amount of soil loss (e.g. Rose et al., 1983; Zhang et al.
1998) , but the spectra of applied intensities was not broad enough to quantify the effect.
The coefficients and variance analysis of this model is shown in figure 4.21.
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Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Slope
Velocity
Unit disch
%clay
%loam
%sand
Sand>500µm

Value Std. Error
-18.5851
5.6537
1.3199
0.1540
1.7251
0.2467
1.0256
0.0601
2.3511
0.7439
1.8233
0.6935
5.8674
2.2628
0.6491
0.2299

t value
-3.2872
8.5698
6.9924
17.0745
3.1605
2.6292
2.5930
2.8231

Pr(>|t|)
0.0013
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0019
0.0095
0.0105
0.0054

Residual standard error: 0.2428 on 145 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.8289
F-statistic: 100.4 on 7 and 145 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 0
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: un.sed.load.g.s.cm.
Terms added sequentially (first to last)
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value
Pr(F)
Slope
1
9.78602 9.78602 166.0608 0.0000000
Velocity
1
9.83010 9.83010 166.8088 0.0000000
Unit disch
1 20.55267 20.55267 348.7619 0.0000000
%clay
1
%loam
1
%sand
1
Sand>500µm
1
Residuals 145

0.00027
0.01571
0.75097
0.46968
8.54490

0.00027
0.01571
0.75097
0.46968
0.05893

0.0046
0.2666
12.7434
7.9701

0.9461012
0.6064245
0.0004850
0.0054246

Figure 4.21 Coefficients, R² and variance analysis for a sediment transport model including slope, velocity, unit
discharge and all texture parameters.

The R² = 0,83. The F-value is the ratio explained/unexplained variance. The bigger this value
the more important the variable. The p-value indicates the significance of the variable. Only
slope, velocity and unit discharge have a p-value < 0,0001; meaning that only those three
variables have a significant linear correlation with soil loss. Comparing the F-values it
becomes clear that unit discharge q is the most important parameter.
A new model keeping these three parameters is shown in 4.22
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Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Slope
Velocity
Unit disch

Value Std. Error
-2.0487
0.2650
1.3432
0.1318
1.8118
0.1296
1.0244
0.0562

t value Pr(>|t|)
-7.7300
0.0000
10.1900
0.0000
13.9781
0.0000
18.2242
0.0000

Residual standard error: 0.2485 on 167 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.8474
Figure 4.22 Coefficients and R² for the sediment transport model including slope, velocity, and unit discharge.

The model becomes : qs = 0,4435* S1,3432v1,8118q1,0244ρ*g

(4.10)

R² = 0,85

Where :

S = Slope (m m-1)
V = Velocity (m s-1)
q = Unit discharge (cm² s-1)
ρ = water density (g cm-3)
g = acceleration of gravity (m s-2)

To approach the physical meaning of stream power ρ and g were brought into account.

Figure 4.23 presents the observations plotted against this model.

1,E+03

Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

1,E+02
QT, AY, PF, ER rainfall data
1,E+01
1,E+00
1,E-01

y = 0,4435x
R2 = 0,8474

1,E-02
1,E-03
1,E-04
1,E-05
0,00001

0,0001

0,001

0,01

0,1

1

10

100

1000

m odel S,q & V

Figure 4.23. Observed soil loss vs. model based on S, V and q for QT, AY, PF and ER.
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To verify the linearity of the model and the constancy of the variance, the residuals were
plotted against the fit ( figure 4.24 ). There is no trend visible : all positive and negative
residuals lie scattered around zero, the assumptions about linearity are valid. Nor is there a
relation between residuals and fit, the variance is constant.

Figure 4.24. Residuals vs. fit for the slope, velocity, unit discharge - model.

Figure 4.24 is a ‘Normal Probability Plot’ to confirm the normal distribution of the residuals.
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Figure 4.25 Normal Probability Plot for the slope, velocity, unit discharge - model.
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Because unit runoff discharge q and runoff velocity V are close-related in a physical way,
there is a chance on multi-collinearity. However this correlation is not confirmed in table 4.19,
where a Pearson correlation coefficient R equal to 0,11 can be noticed.
Nonetheless a model excluding either q or V was evaluated, and since it was observed
that q was the most important parameter, velocity was excluded. Another reason is that
measuring or predicting V could be troublesome at times.

Figure 4.26 presents the outcome of such a model. Because velocity is excluded, the texture
parameters regain significance as can be observed when verifying the p-values. Only clay
percentage is still not correlated (p-value 0,644).

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Slope
Unit disch
%clay
%silt
%sand>500µm

Value Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
-5.7636
0.5595
-10.3016
0.0000
1.5609
0.1548
10.0839
0.0000
1.0756
0.0685
15.7096
0.0000
0.9436
0.2547
3.7041
0.0003
-0.7459
0.1542
-4.8363
0.0000
1.0912
0.2481
4.3977
0.0000

Residual standard error: 0.2788 on 147 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.7712
F-statistic: 99.11 on 5 and 147 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 0
Terms added sequentially (first to last)
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value
Slope
1
Unit disch
1
%clay
1
%silt
1
sand>500µm
1
Residuals 147

Pr(F)

9.78602 9.78602 125.8841 0.0000000
24.70388 24.70388 317.7823 0.0000000
0.01665 0.01665
0.2141 0.6442316
2.51281 2.51281 32.3239 0.0000001
1.50343 1.50343 19.3396 0.0000209
11.42754 0.07774

Figure 4.26 Coefficients, R² and variance analysis for a sediment transport model including slope, unit discharge
and all texture parameters.

This model can be simplified if clay percentage is left out. The sand fraction > 500 µm is
significant but sand on itself is not. Because this particular fraction (>500 µm) is a bit an
unusual parameter in most studies, it may be left out as well. The silt percentage on the other
hand must be included since leaving it out caused the R² to drop from 0,74 to 0,67 (not
shown).
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The model with slope percentage, unit discharge and silt fraction is shown in figure 4.27 .

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Slope
Unit disch
%loam

Value Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
-3.5031
0.2732
-12.8226
0.0000
1.8522
0.1467
12.6214
0.0000
1.0513
0.0682
15.4094
0.0000
-0.8114
0.1544
-5.2567
0.0000

Residual standard error: 0.2959 on 149 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.7389
F-statistic: 140.6 on 3 and 149 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 0
18 observations deleted due to missing values
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: un.sed.load.g.s.cm.
Terms added sequentially (first to last)
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value
Pr(F)
Slope
1
9.78602 9.78602 111.8036 0.000000e+000
Unit disch
1 24.70388 24.70388 282.2376 0.000000e+000
%loam
1
2.41866 2.41866 27.6327 4.996706e-007
Residuals 149 13.04177 0.08753
Figure 4.27 Coefficients, R² and variance analysis for a sediment transport model including slope, unit discharge
and silt percentage.

The model becomes : qs = 0,0039* S1,8522q1,0513 Silt-0,8114 ρ*g
R² = 0,74

Where :

S = Slope (m m-1)
q = Unit discharge (cm² s-1)
Silt = Silt fraction
ρ = water density (g cm-3)
g = acceleration of gravity (m s-2)

Figure 4.28 presents the observations plotted against this model
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Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

1,E+03

QT, AY, PF and ER rainfall data

1,E+02
1,E+01
1,E+00

y = 0,0039x
R2 = 0,7389

1,E-01
1,E-02
1,E-03
1,E-04
1,E-05
0,001

0,01

0,1

1

10

100

Model S, q & Silt%

Figure 4.28. Observed soil loss vs. model based on slope, unit discharge and silt for the locations QT, AY, PF and
ER.

4.2.8.1.3. Model for all rainfall data
When the textural parameters of CC are observed, one notice that these do not differ in any
way from the previous measurements. It should therefore be possible to model the
observations from CC with the equations presented in the previous section. However, for
these measurements that was not the case, only the steep slope was manageable.
What concerns the QL soils, the steep slope was left out since it’s behaviour is no way like
was seen for the other measurements.
Figure 4.29 shows the last model (R² = 0,74) and the way the remaining data fits in. The
overall R² drops to 0,54 (figure 4.30).
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1,E+03

Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

1,E+02

QT, AY, PF and ER rainfall data

1,E+01

CC steep slope

1,E+00

QL low & moderate slope

1,E-01
1,E-02
1,E-03
1,E-04
1,E-05
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10

100
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Figure 4.29. Observed soil loss vs. model based on slope, unit discharge and silt for the locations QT, AY, PF and
ER + CC steep slope and QL moderate and low slope.
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y = 0,0036x 0,8442
R2 = 0,542
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Figure 4.30. Observed soil loss vs. model based on slope, unit discharge and silt for the locations QT, AY, PF,
ER, CC steep slope and QL moderate and low slope.
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4.2.8.2 Sediment detachment Equation

Table 4.20. Correlation matrix for unit sediment load (usl) , velocity (V) and unit runoff discharge (q) for
all overland flow data.

Overland flow data
Parameter

usl

V

q

0,17

-0,04

-0,06

0,65

1

0,35

Intensity I (mm h )

0,64

0,50

0,70

Runoffcoefficient (-)

-0,39

0

0,10

Unit discharge q (cm² s-1)

0,46

0,34

1

Clay (%)

0,34

0,18

0,03

Loam (%)

-0,55

-0,48

-0,09

Sand (%)

0,33

0,27

0,07

sand > 500 µm (%)

0,32

0,06

0,02

Slope S (%)
Velocity v (m s-1)
-1

Unit sediment load is now less correlated with slope percentage, but highly correlated with
discharge and velocity. Once again Loam percentage has a negative effect on sediment load
(table 4.20).

When trying to model the data with the model used on the rainfall simulation data ( qs =

0,4435* S1,3432v1,8118q1,0244ρ*g ), a correlation of 50% was obtained.
Another possibility based on slope, unit discharge and texture is given in figure 4.31 and
figure 4.32.

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Slope
Unit disch
%clay
%loam
%sand

Value Std. Error
-9.5848
2.3012
0.9053
0.1593
1.0302
0.0603
2.3187
0.2535
-1.2380
0.3849
2.8342
0.8758

t value Pr(>|t|)
-4.1651
0.0000
5.6821
0.0000
17.0943
0.0000
9.1484
0.0000
-3.2168
0.0014
3.2359
0.0013

Residual standard error: 0.5075 on 506 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.6221
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F-statistic: 166.6 on 5 and 506 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 0
37 observations deleted due to missing values
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: un.sed.load.g.s.cm.
Terms added sequentially
Df Sum of Sq
slope
1
4.3723
unit disch
1
95.8815
%clay
1
19.6003
%loam
1
92.0252
%sand
1
2.6970
Residuals 506 130.3239

(first to last)
Mean Sq F Value
4.37229 16.9760
95.88146 372.2726
19.60035 76.1010
92.02524 357.3003
2.69697 10.4714
0.25756

Pr(F)
0.000044222
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.001291761

Figure 4.31 Coefficients, R² and variance analysis for an overland flow model including slope, unit discharge and
all texture parameters.

This model is as follows :

qS = 0,1161* S0,91 q1,03 Clay2,3 Loam-1,24 Sand2,83 ρ*g

(4.12)

R² = 0,62

1,E+03

Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

1,E+02

y = 0,1161x
R2 = 0,6221

1,E+01
1,E+00
1,E-01
1,E-02
1,E-03
1,E-04
1,E-05
0,00001 0,0001

0,001

0,01

0,1

1

10

100

1000

10000

S^0,91 q^1,03 Clay^2,3 Loam^-1,24 Sand^2,83 ρ*g

Figure 4.32 Unit sediment load (g/ s.cm) from overland flow vs. model S, q and texture parameters
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And yet another possibility including velocity V is ( figure 4.33 and 4.34 ) :

qS = 0,4467* S0,84 V1,16 q0,81 Clay2,2 loam-1,18 Sand2,27 ρ*g (4.13)
R² = 0,72

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Slope
Velocity
Unit Disch
%Clay
%loam
%sand

Value Std. Error
-7.5010
2.2664
0.8438
0.1467
1.1566
0.1475
0.8144
0.0592
2.1779
0.2551
-1.1778
0.4076
2.2694
0.8712

t value Pr(>|t|)
-3.3097
0.0010
5.7532
0.0000
7.8405
0.0000
13.7572
0.0000
8.5366
0.0000
-2.8893
0.0041
2.6050
0.0095

Residual standard error: 0.4501 on 428 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.724
F-statistic: 187.1 on 6 and 428 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 0
114 observations deleted due to missing values
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: un.sed.load.g.s.cm.
Terms added sequentially (first to last)
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value
Pr(F)
Slope
4.8473
4.8473 23.9303 0.000001416
Velociyy
1 114.7760 114.7760 566.6314 0.000000000
Unit disch
1
39.6122 39.6122 195.5590 0.000000000
%clay
1
10.1806 10.1806 50.2602 0.000000000
%loam
1
56.6614 56.6614 279.7285 0.000000000
%sand
1
1.3746
1.3746
6.7862 0.009506345
Residuals 428
86.6951
0.2026
Figure 4.31 Coefficients, R² and variance analysis for an overland flow model including slope, unit discharge,
velocity and all texture parameters.
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Figure 4.32 Unit sediment load (g/ s.cm) from overland flow vs. model S, q , V and texture

4.2.8.3 Multiple linear regression : conclusions

If the comparison is made between stream power as predictor variable or the models here
presented, it can be concluded that the adaptation of coefficients and the introduction of
other variables provided models that surpass the power of stream power to predict the
observed soil loss, whether it be from rainfall or overland flow . Save for Peña Flor that is
best modelled with stream power, either one of the improved models can be selected to
model the unit sediment loss qs, depending on the information and software available.
Equation 4.10 (R² =0,85) or 4.11 (R² = 0,74) both serve as a sediment transport capacity
equation TC, i.e. the upper limit of soil loss. These equations can be used to describe the
sediment transport during rainfall and when the soil surface is not shielded by a vegetative
cover, which is barely the case in arid regions.
It should be noted, however, that these two equations do not describe interrill erosion; that is
to say the exact amount of sediment flowing from the interrill area to the rills. This was not
measured on the Chilean soils. Only the combination of interrill-rill erosion by means of the
rainfall simulations and rill erosion itself by means of the overland flow experiments was
measured with the field tests.
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Equations 4.12 (R² = 0,62) and 4.13 (R² = 0, 72) are both useful in estimating soil loss from
overland flow. When there is runoff without rainfall, or for these parts of the land where a
surface cover is present, either eq. 4.12 or 4.13 can be used.
However, one should be careful using 4.13, since discharge and velocity are often related to
each other. In our data, the Pearson correlation coefficient between these two parameters
was found to be 0,35 (table 4.20). Therefore out of precaution one is better off with equations
4.11 and 4.12 that exclude the velocity parameter.
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4.3

Sediment transport and deposition in infiltration
furrows

4.3.1 Introduction on infiltration furrows
Infiltration furrows are among the most widely used water harvesting structures out there. It’s
transsectional area is in most cases trapezoidal to guarantee the stability of the construction
(figure 4.33).

Figure 4.33. Typical trapezoidal infiltration furrow

The advantages of placing infiltration furrows on a hillside are twofold. In semi-arid and arid
regions precipitation is scarce and therefore vegetation should fully benefit from the limited
number of rain events. When vegetation is placed within such furrows , water running down
the hill is not only captured but also concentrated in order for the trees and shrubs to benefit
from the rain and to increase their survival.
The second motive for placing infiltration furrows – and at times this is the primary objective is to reduce the slope length in order to temper the energy of the surface runoff and to
protect the soil from eroding.

In order to be efficient the construction and design of the furrows should be proportional with
the amount of runoff water that can be expected during a rainfall event. Determination of the
spacing between the furrows and/or the capacity of the furrows is directly related to the
magnitudes and intensities of the rainfall events that occur at the place of interest.
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Water should be harvested as efficient as possible taking into account the water demands of
the vegetation used to reforest the hills. In the mean time erosion should be restricted to an
acceptable level.
When the spacing is too small, too little runoff is generated from the impluvium area and
therefore too little water is harvested in order to meet the water demands of the introduced
vegetation. Otherwise when the spacing is too long, the storage capacity from the furrows
can be exceeded and the erosive force of the overland flow can be too high.
Ultimately, the construction of the furrows should be feasible and practical.
There are two options for designing the infiltration furrows :

1. Given a certain storage capacity of the furrow, the length D of the impluvium area (i.e.
the spacing between two furrows) can be determined.
2. Given a certain length D, associated with a certain planting distance, the required
storage capacity can be determined.
The length L of the furrow can be chosen freely, although CONAF(2001) recommends a
length between 2,5 and 5 m. However, it is important that the dimensions of the infiltration
furrow are adapted to the soil type. Since the soils in the region are shallow, the height H is
best not chosen too deep otherwise the harvested water can infiltrate into the deeper soil
layers and is lost. The inclination of the lateral sides Z=Y/H is important for the stability of
the construction.
The recommended Z-values for different soil types are given in table 4.21 .
Table 4.21. Recommended inclination of the lateral sides of the infiltration furrows (MOP, 1981).

Soil Type

Slope

Rock

Almost vertical

Peat

0,25

Heavy clay soils

0,5-1

Other

1

Very sandy soils

2

The fundamental principle in the design of infiltration furrows is that the capacity of the furrow
must equal the amount of surface runoff generated on the impluvium area plus the amount of
rain that enters the furrow directly. The capacity of the furrow equals it’s volume Vif minus the
volume of water that infiltrates through the bottom of the furrow vI.
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This results in the following equation :
R *D + P *a = As * 1000 + b * I
Where :

(4.14)

R = Runoff (mm)
P = Precipitation (mm)
a & b = width furrow at the top and bottom respectively (m)
D = impluvium length (m)
I = infiltration in furrow (mm)
As = trans sectional area(m²)

Based on this equation, either the dimensions of the furrow or the spacing D can be
calculated given the precipitation, runoff and infiltration.

4.3.2 Sediment deposition in infiltration furrow
4.3.2.1 methodology

Based on the same measurements this thesis uses, De Weirdt (2005) verified in her thesis
some possibilities whit regard to the design of the infiltration furrow.
Hourly rainfall data recorded at the weather station of La Serena was available for a time
period between June 1996 and July 1998. From these recordings De Weirdt (2005) chose
two large rainfall events on which further conclusions were drawn:
•

a rainfall event from 10/6/1996 to 12/6/1996 of 34 hours with a total amount of
precipitation of 85,6 mm and an average rainfall intensity of 2,5 mm h-1 (figure 4.34).
This would be a large event.
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Figure 4.34. Hourly precipitation (mm) from 10/6/1996 to 12/6/1996, 34 hour rainfall event with the total sum
of 85,6 mm.

•

a rainfall event from 25/6/1998 of 22 hours with the total sum of 102,4 mm and an
average rainfall intensity of 4,7 mm h-1 (figure 4.35). This could be considered as an
extreme event for Chilean standards.

P r e c ipita tion (m m )
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Daytime (h)

Figure 4.35. Hourly precipitation (mm) from 25/6/1996, 22 hour rainfall event with the total sum of 102,4 mm.

De Weirdt (2005) concluded that the best choice of spacing in relation to dimension were the
ones based on the first rainfall event given in table 4.22.

These spacing result in the

complete collection of the runoff water generated by the 34 hour 10-12/6/1996 rainfall event,
without any excess water (spill-over). Spacing based on the extreme event would be too
small for practical use in forestry applications and would generate too little runoff during
smaller, more frequent rainfall events for vegetation to benefit.
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Table 4.22. Spacing D (m) necessary to collect the amount of water generated during the rainfall event from
10/6/1996 to 12/6/1998 and this for three given possibilities of design (modified from De Weirdt, 2005)

Location

RC (-)

R (mm)

I (mm)

D (m)
Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Quebrada de Talca

0,51

43,7

938,0

4,9

6,8

8,5

Arayan

0,43

36,8

776,7

5,0

7,2

9,0

Peña Flor

0,68

58,2

746,0

3,0

4,4

5,5

Embalse Recoletta

0,63

53,9

896,0

3,8

5,3

6,7

Cañas de Choapa

0,73

62,5

1497,1

5,2

6,5

8,2

Quelen

0,75

64,2

1227,0

4,2

5,5

6,9

In this table Runoff R is determined by multiplying the runoff coefficient RC with the total
amount of precipitation, 85,6 mm. The runoff coefficient is the fraction of the total
precipitation that does not infiltrate into the soil, but instead runs down the hill. This
coefficient is derived from the rainfall experiments carried out at each location and is given in
table 4.22 as well.
The amount of water that infiltrated in the furrow during the rainfall event was based on the
cumulative infiltration characteristic curve determined with the pressure infiltrometer. These
curves can be found in De Weirdt (2005).
The dimensions of these three possibilities are given in table 4.23. The dimensions of design
nr.2 are close to those used in practice.
Table 4.23 . Dimensions of three furrow possibilities

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

a (m)

0,5

0,6

0,75

b (m)

0,2

0,2

0,25

H (m)

0,2

0,4

0,4

L (m)

3

3

3

Volume (l)

210

480

660

However, with each rainfall event soil particles are detached and transported in the overland
flow. Consequently, a certain amount of sediment is deposited in the furrow and after a
number of events the furrows are filled up.
Since a design close to nr2 is most frequently used, this particular furrow was chosen. To
verify the ‘lifetime’ of furrow nr2 positioned the way De Weirdt (2005) recommended for each
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location (distances D in table 4.22); a distinction was made whether the furrows would be
constructed on a 10%, 20% or 30% slope.
Again the rainfall event from 10/6/1996 to 12/6/1996 of 34 hours with a total amount of
precipitation of 85,6 mm was used.
The total amount of sediment detached and deposited in a furrow was determined using
equation 4.11 which is recapitulated underneath :

qs = 0,0039* S1,8522q1,0513 Silt-0,8114 ρ*g
Where :

(4.11)

qs = Unit sediment load (g cm-1 s-1)
S = Slope (m m-1)
q = Unit discharge (cm² s-1)
Silt = Silt fraction
ρ = water density (g cm-3)
g = acceleration of gravity (m s-2)

Since the rainfall time series is on a hour basis, no information is available about the
distribution of rain within that hour.
Consequently rill erosion equation 4.12 was not used. However, since equation 4.11 - being
the transport capacity equation – defines the upper erosion limit, the erosion rates can not be
underestimated.

4.3.2.2 Results

Tables 4.24 to 4.26 summarize the estimated amount of soil deposited in the infiltration
furrow resulting from the 10/6/1996 to 12/6/1996, 34 hours rainfall event together with the
number of similar events necessary in order for the furrow to be filled up entirely, and this for
each location on three different slope gradients.
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Table 4.24. Soil deposition in furrow nr. 2 on slope gradient 10%.

Location

Number of events

Soil deposited
(kg)

(ton ha-1)

(dm³)

to fill up

Quebrada de Talca

2,03

0,995

1,23

391

Arayan

1,18

0,546

0,78

619

Peña Flor

1,15

0,871

0,78

614

Embalse Recoletta

1,02

0,642

0,73

661

Cañas de Choapa

2,36

1,210

1,45

331

Quelen

0,97

0,588

0,64

752

Table 4.25. Soil deposition in furrow nr. 2 on slope gradient 20%.

Location

Soil deposited
(kg)

-1

(ton ha )

Number of events
(dm³)

to fill up

Quebrada de Talca

9,3

4,559

5,63

85

Arayan

3,68

1,704

2,42

199

Peña Flor

3,7

2,803

2,52

191

Embalse Recoletta

3,68

2,314

2,62

183

Cañas de Choapa

8,29

4,251

5,10

94

Quelen

3,5

2,121

2,30

208

Table 4.26. Soil deposition in furrow nr. 2 on slope gradient 30%.

Location

Soil deposited

Number of events

(kg)

(ton ha-1)

Quebrada de Talca

12,83

6,289

7,77

62

Arayan

6,76

3,130

4,44

108

Peña Flor

7,63

5,780

5,19

92

Embalse Recoletta

7,8

6,289

5,56

86

Cañas de Choapa

13,76

7,056

8,47

57

Quelen

7,42

4,497

4,88

98

(dm³)

to fill up

The volume of deposited soil was calculated using the soil bulk densities (kg dm-3),
determined in the laboratory on undisturbed soil core samples taken at every site. Average
soil bulk density values for each location were given in table 4.3.
Because steeper slopes are more subject to erosion, the lifetime – i.e. time to fill up - of
Infiltration furrows constructed on steeper slopes is less than the ones on gentler slopes.
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Based on the number of events necessary to fill up a particular infiltration furrow listed in
tables 4.24 to 4.26, the lifetime of a furrow placed on a 20% hill slope is approximately 28%
or between 3 and 4 times less than that same furrow placed at the same location on a 10%
hill slope. The lifetime of a furrow placed on a 30% hill slope is approximately 15% or
between 6 and 7 times less than that same furrow placed at the same location on a 10% hill
slope.
To estimate the lifetime of a furrow expressed in years, one should create a rainfall event
representative for as many real events as possible. This requires a rainfall time series with
detailed information over a large time period. This kind of information was not available.
Yet, from tables 2.24 to 2.26 can be observed that quite a lot big rainfall events similar to the
85,6 mm event used can occur before the furrow would be filled up. The lowest figure is 57
(table 2.26).
Based on the number of 12 to 20 events per year mentioned in Chapter 2, it seems that the
infiltration furrows are good for years.
The absolute amount of soil loss from this event varies from less than 1 ton ha-1 on a 10%
slope (table 4.24) to more than 7 ton ha-1 on a 30% slope (table 4.26). These figures seem
reasonable at first sight, but one must realize that this results from one single event and in
addition to that with the presence of infiltration furrows that interrupt the slope length.
On top of that, in arid regions soils are often shallow and soil formation is slow. Because of
this the figures from table 2.24 to 2.26 are relatively high.
The amount of surface runoff water increases with longer slope lengths as does it’s velocity.
As such the erosive forces of the water increase as well.
To determine the amount of erosion on a hillside with no furrows or any other soil
conservation practices, a slope factor must be introduced to account for this effect. An
example of such factor is the USLE LS factor. However this factor is bounded to the USLE
equation and cannot be used with the TC equation 4.11.
Equation 4.11 and 4.12. must be used in combination with a physics-based model that
calculates the inflow and outflow for every hill slope segment on a streamline and where the
inflow of one hill slope element equals the outflow of the preceding hill slope element.
Based on the same runoff coefficients given in table 4.22 the amount of soil loss on hill sides
with no infiltration furrows resulting from the 34-hour rainfall event was determined using
STM2D, a somewhat simplified version of STM3D introduced in chapter 3.
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In table 4.27 the amount of soil loss in ton ha-1 as a result of the big 34-hour rainfall event is
compared for slopes with or without the infiltration furrows and this for all locations.
-1

Table 4.27. Soil loss (ton ha ) from 34-hour rain event for three different slope percentages with or without
infiltration furrows.

Location

10% slope
With

20% slope

Without

With

Without

30% slope
With

Without

Quebrada de Talca

0,995

1,2

4,559

5,59

6,289

9,12

Arayan

0,546

0,7

1,704

2,13

3,130

3,95

Peña Flor

0,871

0,95

2,803

3,43

5,780

7,28

Embalse Recoletta

0,642

0,78

2,314

2,81

6,289

7,96

Cañas de Choapa

1,210

1,42

4,251

4,41

7,056

9,35

Quelen

0,588

0,68

2,121

2,45

4,497

5,2

The infiltration furrows would decrease the amount of soil loss approximately 15 to 18 %
depending on slope percentage. The effect of the furrow was most pronounced on the 30 %
slope because on this slope the runoff water is accelerated for a longer time, i.e. a longer
slope length.
The difference in erosion for a hill slope with or without infiltration furrows constructed is
substantial but not incredible high because most of the erosive power of the runoff water is
attained in the first meters, if discharge remains somewhat constant along the slope. If one
wants a greater decrease of soil erosion, an even shorter spacing D would be required, but
that would be unpractical for forestry applications.
In Figure 4.36, the total amount of soil loss for the 10/6/1996 - 12/6/1996, 34 hour rainfall
event is given in ton per ha for each location and each slope gradient, given that infiltration
furrows are present.
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14
Sediment loss (Ton/ha)
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Quebrada Arayan Peña Flor Embalse Cañas de Quelen
de Talca
Recoleta Choapa

Figure 4.36. Total amount of soil loss in ton per ha resulting from the 10/6/1996 – 12/6/1996, 34 hour rainfall
event for each location and subdivided in slope gradient.

If the infiltration furrows are constructed with the spacing D De Weirdt (2005) recommended
for each location , the furrows at Cañas de Choapa would get filled up first as can be seen in
table 4.24 to 4.26 and in figure 4.36.
One could conclude that the soils in Cañas de Choapa are most susceptible to erosion.
However figure 4.36 merely presents the amount of soil loss due the 34 hour rain event if the
infiltration furrows would have been constructed at every location with their respective
spacing D as proposed by De Weirdt (2005) and presented in table 4.22.
These distances were chosen in such a way that a furrow placed in one location receives the
same amount of surface runoff water as placed at another location with the same rainfall.

Figure 4.37. presents the amount of soil loss as a result from the same 34 hour rainfall event
but now with the assumption that no infiltration furrows are constructed. This plot will provide
a more correct idea what concerns the pure erodibility of the soils.
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Sediment loss (Ton/ha)
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Figure 4.37. Total amount of soil loss in ton per ha resulting from the 10/6/1996 – 12/6/1996, 34 hour rainfall
event for each location and subdivided in slope gradient.

As can be observed in figure 4.37 it did not make much of a difference. The order in total soil
loss was quasi maintained. Quebrada de Talca is slightly more susceptible than Cañas de
Choapa. Then Peña Flor and Embalse Recoletta. Least susceptible are Quelen and
especially Arayan.
The differences can be explained in matters of texture, more precisely percentage of silt
since that parameter was found to be significant. Table 4.28 summarizes the average silt
percentages for each location
Table 4.28. Average Silt percentages.

Location

Silt (%)

Quebrada de Talca

13,7

Arayan

28,1

Peña Flor

24,9

Embalse Recoletta

27,5

Cañas de Choapa

21,6

Quelen

44,4

As expected, the lower silt percentages were found in Quebrada de Talca and Cañas de
Choapa, the highest silt content was found in Quelen and Arayan.
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Another factor that determined the extent of the erosion was the runoff coefficient RC
presented in table 4.22.
Although the runoff coefficient is much related to texture – since texture defines infiltration – it
is not its’ sole premise. It is true that the infiltration rate for mineral soils is determined
primarily by grain size, but many factors can cause the pore size, and hence the infiltration,
to be greater or less at the surface than that of the underlying undisturbed mineral soil (think
of crust formation, stones, etc.).
It must be noted that the results in this section are

based on the runoff coefficients

determined from the rainfall simulations. However, it is questionable whether a rainfall event
with lower intensity would generate these same percentages.
It would be more accurate to use a physical model such as STM3D that calculates the
amount of runoff based on for example the Time Compression Approximation (Ibrahim and
Brutsaert, 1968) and this was done. Unfortunately, the model failed to generate any
meaningful results. No runoff was generated, yet it is known from literature that rainfall
events such as the one used in the calculations cause extensive erosion. Perhaps the
concept on which STM3D is based needs adaptation to the low intensity rainfall events
characteristic of arid environments.
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At the beginning of this work, at the time the measurements were being carried out on the
hills of semi-arid Chile, the main objective was to quantify and evaluate the degree of water
erosion in the area. This would require not only lots of measurements on different soil types
and slopes, but also lots of information about the area itself. A high resolution digital
elevation model, a detailed rainfall time series, a soil map, etc.
It was obvious that acquiring such detailed information – if it was to be found – would be
difficult and indeed, it was not obtained.
However, as Pla (2003) insisted on, a lot of erosion data was gathered on the field and this
using a rainfall simulator. It was then the intention to process this data and to develop a
sediment transport equation that was capable of describing the unit sediment loss in the arid
regions of Chile. This (these) equation(s) would be evaluated on practical use in a physical
model using self-created slope images. Moreover in the context of soil and water
conservation it would be interesting to evaluate the lifetime of the frequently used infiltration
furrows; a water harvesting system also capable of limiting the amount of erosion on hill
sides.
The average rainfall intensity of the rainfall simulator was found to be approximately 124 mm
h-1 in the absence of wind. This figure is much bigger than the intensity values of natural rain
events in Chile. But only then the rainfall characteristics of the simulated rain and natural
‘Chilean’ rain, such as drop size and impact kinetic energy which define the rate of erosion,
were found to be similar.
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Stream Power and Shear stress, much used predictor variables to estimate the unit soil loss
were evaluated for use in a sediment transport equation. The capacity of stream power was
reasonable for the rainfall measurements, not for the overland flow experiments. The reason
could be found within the detachment-limited character of overland flow or rill erosion. Shear
stress did not work for both.
However, a much better sediment transport equation was found using a multiple linear
regression analysis. In this way other parameters and coefficients were incorporated to
obtain finally two functions that can be used in a physics based erosion model.
One equation (R² = 0,74) that serves as a sediment transport capacity equation TC, i.e. the
upper limit of soil loss for a given discharge. These equations can be used to describe the
sediment transport during rainfall and when the soil surface is not shielded by a vegetative
cover, which is barely the case in arid regions.
A second Equation (R² = 0,62) proved to be useful in estimating soil loss from overland flow.
When there is runoff without rainfall, or for these parts of the land where a surface cover is
present this equation can be used.
It was found that the use of runoff velocity substantially improved the correlation with soil
loss, but because of the physical relation with discharge and because of the difficulty to use
this parameters in a model it was recommended to use the equations without this parameter.
Using these equations the sediment load into infiltration furrows resulting from a big Chilean
rain event was calculated for all locations where measurements were carried out. It was
found that quite a number of events would be necessary to fill up the furrow and therefore it
was estimated that the furrows would last a couple of years.
The construction of infiltration furrows could decrease the amount of soil loss from this event
with 15 to 18 %.
The rates of soil loss for the applied rain event varied from less than 1 ton ha-1 on a 10%
slope to more than 7 ton ha-1 on a 30% slope. These figures seem reasonable at first sight,
but one must realize that this results from one single event and in addition to that with the
presence of infiltration furrows that interrupt the slope length.
And given that in arid regions soils are often shallow and soil formation is slow, these figures
are relatively high.
This study is far from complete, but it certainly provides an idea on soil erosion in the arid
regions of Chile.
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An improvement could be to determine a for the region representative rain event for use in
erosion models.
It would also be interesting to carry out some low-intensity infiltration measurements on the
hill slopes in Chile. Such low intensity measurements would represent real circumstances
and therefore could be directly incorporated in a physical model. Or an adaptation of the
STM3D erosion model to these low intensity rainfall events characteristic for the region could
be at hand.
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1 Inleiding
De achteruitgang van de bodemkwaliteit als gevolg van desertificatie wordt beschouwd als
één van de meest acute bedreigingen voor het milieu in de IV regio Coquimbo in Chili.
Schattingen van het percentage land dat in meer of mindere mate aangetast is gaan van
39,1 % ( CODEFF, 1995-1998) over 52% (Soto, 1999) tot zelfs meer dan 80%.
Ariede ecosystemen zijn bijzonder kwetsbaar voor overexploitatie en onaangepast
landgebruik. Overbegrazing, verkeerde irrigatie praktijken, uitbreiding van de stadsranden
en erosie zijn factoren van menselijke oorsprong die bijdragen tot deze degradatie met
belangrijke economische en sociale gevolgen. Daling van de bodemfertiliteit, Stijging van de
productiekosten en een toename van off-site gesitueerde problemen als aardverschuivingen
en de opvulling van spaarbekkens met sediment zijn slechts enkele voorbeelden.
Om deze negatieve evoluties te kunnen bestrijden moet men een het probleem begrijpen en
daarvoor is een goed beeld van de verschillende factoren en processen die een rol spelen
onmisbaar.
Het doel van deze studie is om in situ één aspect van de landdegradatie te bestuderen, nl.
water erosie, zowel een oorzaak als gevolg van de desertificatie en de belangrijkste
beperkende factor voor landbouw op steilere hellingen in Zuid-Amerika (Pla, 1992a, 1993a,
2003). Volgens Pla (2003) is de bestrijding van bodemerosie in Zuid-Amerika vaak niet erg
effectief geweest wegens een tekort aan voldoende, objectieve gegevens of onderzoek op
het

veld

om

de

aanleg

van

bodembehoud
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Het onderzoek startte met het vergaren van erosiegegevens bekomen met behulp van een
regenvalsimulator die op verschillende, aangetaste hellingen in de Vierde Regio werd
opgesteld. Deze gegevens werden verwerkt met de bedoeling de verschillende processen te
identificeren en te valideren en een sediment transport functie te kunnen distilleren geldig
voor de bestudeerde locaties en gelijkaardige ariede gebieden in het algemeen.
Zo een functie kan tezamen met een voor het gebied representatieve regenbui dienst doen
in een fysisch erosie model. Op die manier kunnen de erosierisico’s in kaart gebracht
worden.

Deze informatie zou moeten kunnen

bijdragen in het ontwerpen en opstellen van

erosiebestrijdingsmaatregelen en water-captatie-systemen, beide uitermate belangrijk in het
kader van bodembehoud en herbebossing in het gebied.

In dit onderzoek waren verschillende partijen vertegenwoordigd : de Universiteiten van Gent
en La Serena (Chili) en CAZALAC (Centro del agua para Zonas Aridas y Semiáridas de
América Latina y El Caribe).

2 Studiegebied
De IV Regio van Coquimbo is gesitueerd in de semi ariede zone ten Zuiden van de Atacama
woestijn in Chili. De regio wordt gekarakteriseerd door woestijnachtige berglandschappen
doorsneden door de zogenoemde ‘transversale valleien’ : Elqui, Limari en Choapa. De
gelijknamige rivieren ontspringen in het Andes hooggebergte en ondersteunen de
ontwikkeling van landbouw en veeteelt door de combinatie van geschikte bodems en de
aanwezigheid van water voor irrigatie.
Het klimaat houdt het midden tussen een mediterraan woestijn klimaat en een half woestijn
klimaat : vochtig en bewolkt aan de kust, warm steppe klimaat in het binnenland, maar in
feite kunnen een 8-tal klimatologische entiteiten onderscheiden worden.
Het grootste gedeelte van de neerslag is geconcentreerd in de wintermaanden (mei –
augustus), maar is desalniettemin weinig betrouwbaar; zeer natte jaren wisselen af met
extreem droge jaren op een onvoorspelbare manier.
Het uiterste Noorden van de regio vangt soms slechts 20 mm neerslag per jaar, maar deze
waarde neemt gestaag toe naar het Zuiden tot ongeveer 350 mm per jaar. De neerslag
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neemt ook toe van West naar Oost. In het hooggebergte kan het tot meer dan 300 mm per
jaar regenen.
Opmerkelijk is de spectaculaire daling van de gemiddelde jaarlijkse neerslaghoeveelheid
gemeten voor La Serena, de grootste stad van de regio; van nog 170 mm begin vorige eeuw
tot bijna 80 mm heden ten dage (Squeo et al., 1999)
De USLE ( Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) R factor is een maat voor de erosiviteit van de
regen; het potentieel van de regen om erosie te veroorzaken (Hudson, 1971). Er werden
relatief lage waarden vastgesteld, vergeleken met andere regio’s in het land (Valenzuela and
Morales, 2004). Desalniettemin zijn de bodems vaak niet beschermd tegen extreme
neerslagbuien.
De regen geeft de planten een kans zich te vestigen. Een open, struikachtige steppe
vegetatie met dominantie van meidoorn is karakteristiek, maar vele varianten hierop met
verschillende aan het klimaat aangepaste soorten kunnen worden teruggevonden.
Volgens CONAMA (Comision Nacional del Medio Ambiente) kan men drie verschillende
landgebruiksystemen en hun negatieve gevolgen onderscheiden in de regio :

a) geïrrigeerd land
-

verzilting van de bodems

-

onaangepaste irrigatie praktijken met het oog op bodembehoud

-

stedelijke uitbreiding naar landbouwgebied

b) landbouw communes
-

overbegrazing

-

landbouw op te steile hellingen

-

exploitatie van de vegetatie voor de productie van houtskool

d) privé eigendommen
-

gebieden met een rijke inheemse vegetatie kunnen interessant worden voor
economische of industriële doeleinden

Een studie uitgevoerd door CONAF ( Corporación Nacional Forestal) met de bedoeling de
desertificatie in de regio in kaart te brengen kwam tot de conclusie dat alle 15 communes
een zekere mate van desertificatie vertoonden waarvan 8 ernstig en 6 middelmatig
aangetast.
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3 De experimenten
Om een aantal verschillende bodemtypes in de data set te krijgen, werden de proeven op
zes verschillende locaties uitgevoerd. Deze werden geselecteerd in functie van een aantal
vereisten : voorkomen van een aantal verschillende maar uniforme hellingen, zo min
mogelijk begroeiing en de nabijheid van een waterbron.
Elk experiment bestond uit een regenvalsimulatie en twee testen met oppervlakkige afvoer.
Ook de infiltratie wed opgemeten en er weren zowel verstoorde als onverstoorde
bodemmonsters genomen om een aantal bodemkarakteristieken te kunnen bepalen. Dit
werd gedaan voor 3 hellingen op elk van de zes meetplaatsen.
Figuur 1 geeft een overzichtskaart van de IV Regio van Coquimbo met aanduiding van het
reliëf, de belangrijkste steden, de hydrologische systemen en de zes meetplaatsen.
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Figuur 1. IV Regio van Coquimbo met aanduiding van de zes meetplaatsen

Een proefveld werd afgebakend en in twee verdeeld om telkens gegevens van twee
identieke meetomstandigheden te verkrijgen.
Oppervlakkige afvoer werd continu opgevangen. Op geregelde tijdstippen werd een monster
van het runoff water genomen. Deze monsters werden gewogen en gedroogd, op die manier
werd de sedimentconcentratie in het runoff water bepaald. De snelheid van het afstromende
water werd bepaald m.b.v. een gekleurde vloeistof.
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4 De Regenvalsimulator
Figuur 2 geeft een overzicht van de onderdelen van de regenvalsimulator. Ze bestaat uit een
PVC-buis waarop met een tussenafstand van 1 meter sproeikoppen kunnen ingedraaid
worden. Deze constructie wordt ondersteund door een aantal verplaatsbare, metalen
driepikkels met inschuifbare poten. Het water wordt vanuit een tank door de sproeikoppen
geperst met een druk van 0,1 mPa, aangezien dit drukniveau in combinatie met het gebruik
van alle sproeikoppen de meest homogene distributie gaf.
Een hoogte van 1,80 m was het beste compromis tussen het verkrijgen van een natuurlijke
valhoek en de praktische haalbaarheid op het veld.

Figuur 2. Schematisch overzicht van de regenvalsimulator

Er werden een aantal initiële testen uitgevoerd met de simulator om een volledig beeld te
krijgen van de distributie op het veld. Hiertoe werd de neerslag opgevangen in een groot
aantal bekers. De gemeten intensiteiten werden geïnterpoleerd met het Ordinary Kriging
algoritme. Op die manier kon een continu beeld van de regenintensiteit gemaakt worden
(figuur 3).
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Figuur 3. Continu beeld van de regenintensiteit van de regenvalsimulator verkregen m.b.v. Ordinary Kriging.

De interpolatie werd gevalideerd met twee verschillende technieken uit de Kriging : ‘Cross
Validation’ en ‘Jack knifing’ . Deze laatste gebruikt een volledig onafhankelijke data set (een
tweede, gelijke test), waarbij de gemeten waarden worden vergeleken met de schattingen
gebaseerd op de eerste data set. Tabel 1. geeft een samenvatting van de resultaten van
deze validaties.
Table 1. Validatie indices voor beide toegepaste technieken gebruikt om de interpolatie te evalueren.

Validatie indices

Cross validation

Jack Knife

MEE (mm/h)

1.27

1.20

RSMEE (mm/h)

13.45

28.10

MAEE (mm/h)

8.82

21.08

Pearson

0.75

0.24

De indices doen het significant slechter wat betreft de Jack knife techniek. Dit komt doordat
geen enkele regenvalsimulatie exact dezelfde is. Er zijn altijd lokale verschillen te wijten aan
wind, verstopte sproeikoppen, hoek van de sproeikoppen met de normaal, etc.
Deze

lokale

en

temporele

verschillen

werden

achteraf

gecorrigeerd

door

de

interpolatiewaarden te vergelijken met waarden bekomen door op het veld, tijdens de
simulatie opnieuw bekers te plaatsen.
Ondanks de ietwat slechte validatie indices dient gezegd te worden dat de gemiddelde
intensiteit voor beide calibratie-tests zeer gelijkend was, nl. : 126,8 en 124,3 mm h-1. De
lokale verschillen zijn dus niet echt bedreigend voor de verdere resultaten.
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In principe zou een regenvalsimulator zo goed mogelijk de karakteristieken van natuurlijke
regenval moeten nabootsen en liefst van al volgens de lokale condities. Maar door het
onvoorspelbare en variabel karakter van natuurlijke regen lijkt dit eerder een illusie.
De druppelgrootteverdeling is zo’n belangrijke karakteristiek aangezien deze de kinetische
energie van de gehele bui definieert. Ze is afhankelijk van de intensiteit van de bui. Er werd
nagegaan of de druppelgrootteverdeling van de simulator bij een gegeven intensiteit
overeenkwam met die van een natuurlijke regenbui met zelfde intensiteit. Men moest tot het
besluit komen dat dit niet het geval was. De maximum druppelgrootte was rond 2,2 mm
terwijl in de literatuur waarden konden gevonden worden gaande van 5 mm tot 7 mm (vb. De
Ploey, 1986).
Bijgevolg was ook de kinetische energie van de gesimuleerde regen vrij klein nl.: 3,03 J mmm-1 in vergelijking met de kinetische energie van natuurlijke regenbuien met een zelfde

2

intensiteit.
De meeste Chileense regenbuien hebben een vrij lage intensiteit. In de beschikbare
tijdreeksen werd 20 mm h-1 als extreme gevonden. Volgens de druppelgrootteverdeling van
Hudson (1971) heeft een regenbui van 12,7 mm h-1 een piek bij een druppelgrootte van
minder dan 2 mm. Dit komt veel beter overeen met d50 van 1,31 mm gevonden voor de
regenvalsimulator. Bijgevolg zal de kinetische energie van de in Chili voorkomende
regenbuien ook een stuk lager liggen.
De regenvalsimulator slaagt er m.a.w. in de lokale omstandigheden te benaderen al is er wel
een grotere intensiteit voor nodig.

5 Het erosieproces
Volgens Merritt et al. (2003) kan het erosieproces beschreven worden als drie afzonderlijke
fenomenen : losmaking, transport en depositie.
Ze onderscheidden ook vier types van erosieprocessen :
a) sheet erosie (ook wel interrill erosie genoemd) refereert naar de uniforme losmaking
en verwijdering van bodemdeeltjes door impact van regendruppels (spaterosie) als
de schurende werking van een ondiepe laag afstromend water (Nearing et al., 1991).
Het proces is zo dat telkens dunne laagjes bodem worden verwijderd, de één na de
ander, zonder dat het echt zou opvallen wanneer men het veld zou inspecteren
(Owoputi and Stolte, 1995). Bij interrill erosie is de regen impact de belangrijkste
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sediment losmakende factor, terwijl de oppervlakkige afvoer de voornaamste
transport factor is.
b) Rillerosie behelst het afstromen van het met bodemmateriaal geladen neerslagwater
langs kleine geultjes, die door gewone akkerbewerkingen kunnen genivelleerd
worden (Gabriëls, 2004). De geultjes werken als transportkanaal voor de verwijdering
van sediment afkomstig van rill-en-interrill zones. Als de schurende werking van het
water groot genoeg is (de shear stress) kunnen de geultjes zelf ook bodemdeeltjes
losmaken. Ze dienen dus tegelijkertijd als bron en als sink. De impact van
regendruppels wordt verondersteld niet significant te zijn in rills.
c) Geulerosie beschrijft kanalen van geconcentreerde afvoer die niet meer met gewone
bodembewerkingen kunnen teniet gedaan worden. Er treden dus veranderingen op in
het micro-reliëf.
d) In-stroom erosie slaat op oevererosie in rivieren en valt buiten het kader van deze
studie.

6 Erosievergelijkingen
Bodemverlies op een bepaald moment als gevolg van de regenvalsimulaties is eigenlijk de
sediment transport capaciteit van de door de regen geïnduceerde oppervlakkige afvoer op
dat moment. Het interrill erosieproces is in staat meer partikels los te maken dan dat er door
de geultjes naar beneden kunnen getransporteerd worden. Het proces is transportgelimiteerd. Een bodemverlies functie afgeleid van regenvalsimulaties geeft dus voor elk
debiet de maximale hoeveelheid sediment aan die kan meegesleurd worden en wordt
daarom vaak sediment transport functie genoemd.
De proeven met

oppervlakkige afvoer verstrekken informatie over de sediment toevoer

vanuit rills. Een functie gebaseerd op deze metingen bepaald de hoeveelheid sediment die
wordt losgemaakt door het afstromende water in de rills zelf en kan gebruikt worden op
momenten dat regenimpact geen invloed heeft. Dit proces is gelimiteerd door de bodem zelf.

Stream power en Shear stress zijn twee hydraulische variabelen die zeer vaak gebruikt
worden in vergelijkingen om de sediment toevoer (g s-1cm-1) te voorspellen. Deze variabelen
zijn een combinatie van een aantal factoren die nauw betrokken zijn in het erosieproces,
zoals daar zijn, hellingsgraad, debiet, snelheid van het afstromend water, etc.
Vele auteurs (vb. Nearing et.al, 1997; Zhang et al., 2003) hadden bovendien gevonden dat
ze het best konden gebruikt worden in een machtsfunctie.
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Nearing et al. (1997) definieerde de shear stress als een soort sleepspanning door de stroom
uitgeoefend op de bodempartikels. Ze wordt gegeven door :

τ = ρghS

(Pa)

(1)

with : ρ = dichtheid van het water ( kg m-3)
g = gravitatie constante (m s-2)
h = waterhoogte (m)
S = hellingsgradient (m m-1)
Stream power staat in relatie met de energie die door de stroom over de bodempartikels
wordt gedissipeerd (vb. Hairsine and Rose, 1992a,b; Bagnold, 1966; Nearing, 1997). Het is
m.a.w. een energieterm. Het verschil tussen de twee zit in de stroomsnelheid.
(W m-2)

ω = τV = ρgqS

(2)

with : V = gemiddelde stroomsnelheid (m s-1)
q = eenheidsdebiet (m² s-1)

Stream Power en Shear stress werden geevalueerd naar hun capaciteit om de sediment
afvoer te helpen modelleren. Dit was gedaan voor alle meetplaatsen en voor zowel de
regenvalsimulatie metingen als voor de oppervlakkige afvoer.
Er werd gevonden dat stream power het meestal beter deed dan de shear stress, toch wat
betreft de regensimulaties. Dit wijst erop dat de snelheidsfactor belangrijk is. Stream power
werkte in een machtsfunctie voor de regenvalmetingen uit Quebrada de Talca, Peña Flor en
Embalse Recoleta, terwijl er potentieel zat in het fitten van de metingen gedaan in Arayan.
De observaties van Cañas de Choapa en Quelen bleken minder goed met één functie te
beschrijven.
Geen van beide variabelen slaagde er echter in om de sediment toevoer als gevolg van de
oppervlakkige afvoer te modelleren. Een mogelijke verklaring zou kunnen liggen in het feit
dat het rillerosie proces gelimiteerd is aan het loskomen van de bodemdeeltjes. Bij de
transport-gelimiteerde regenval zorgt een hogere stream power waarde telkens voor meer
afbrokkeling en sediment transport. Er wordt meer afgebroken dan kan getransporteerd
worden. Dit is niet noodzakelijk het geval voor de oppervlakkige afvoer in rills, waarbij het
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goed mogelijk is dat alle minst gebonden partikels werden weggespoeld en er geen sediment
meer wordt losgemaakt door het huidige debiet.
Naast hellingsgraad en debiet zijn er gegevens over de textuur, de snelheid van het
afstromend water, de intensiteit, etc. Al deze gegevens werden gebruikt in een meervoudige
lineaire regressie analyse om een bevredigende sediment transport functie te vinden die kan
gebruikt worden voor alle meetplaatsen.
Dit leidde tot de volgende twee mogelijkheden wat betreft de transport capaciteit :

qs = 0,4435* S1,3432v1,8118q1,0244ρ*g

(3)

qs = 0,0039* S1,8522q1,0513 Silt-0,8114 ρ*g

(4)

R² = 0,85

En

R² = 0,74
Met : qs = eenheids sediment toevoer (g cm-1s-1), S

= hellingsgraad (m m-1), q =

eenheidsdebiet (cm² s-1), V = Velocity (m s-1), Silt = leem fractie, ρ = dichtheid water (g cm-3),
g = valversnelling (m s-2).
Deze laatste wordt ook afgebeeld in figuur 4.
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Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)
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Figure 4. Gemeten bodemverlies als gevolg van regenvalsimulatie i.f.v. model (4), R²= 0,74

Ook voor de oppervlakkige afvoer metingen werd een vergelijking gevonden (zie ook
figuur 5) :

qS = 0,1161* S0,91 q1,03 Clay2,3 Loam-1,24 Sand2,83 ρ*g

(5)

R² = 0,62

1,E+03

Unit Sediment Load (g/s.cm)

1,E+02

y = 0,1161x
R2 = 0,6221

1,E+01
1,E+00
1,E-01
1,E-02
1,E-03
1,E-04
1,E-05
0,00001 0,0001

0,001

0,01

0,1

1

10

100

1000

10000

S^0,91 q^1,03 Clay^2,3 Loam^-1,24 Sand^2,83 ρ*g

Figure 5 Gemeten bodemverlies als gevolg van oppervlakkige afvoer i.f.v. model (5).
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Er kan worden besloten dat de aanpassing van de coëfficiënten en de introductie van andere
factoren een functie opleverde die beter in staat was het geobserveerde sediment verlies te
voorspellen, zowel voor de regenvalsimulaties als voor de proeven met oppervlakkige afvoer.
Vergelijkingen 3 en 4 kunnen beide gebruikt worden in een fysisch erosiemodel als sediment
transport capaciteit functie TC. Deze voorspelt de erosie tijdens een regenbui en wanneer de
bodem onbedekt is, wat vaak het geval is in ariede gebieden.
Vergelijking 5 kan gebruikt worden op momenten dat er enkel oppervlakkige afvoer wordt
gegenereerd of op stukken land beschermd tegen regenimpact door de vegetatie

7 Sediment depositie in infiltratiegreppels
Infiltratiegreppels zijn één van de meest verspreide water-captatie-technieken in ZuidAmerika.
De voordelen van het plaatsen van constructies op een helling zijn tweedelig. In ariede
gebieden is neerslag schaars, elke druppel telt, en daarom moet men ervoor zorgen dat de
vegetatie zo efficiënt mogelijk de enkele buien per jaar benut. Wanneer de gewenste bomen
of struiken worden geplant in een infiltratiegreppel, wordt het water niet alleen opgevangen,
maar ook geconcentreerd waardoor de overlevingskans van de planten toeneemt.
Een tweede reden voor het plaatsen van de greppels – en soms is dit de hoofdzaak – is om
de lengte van de helling in te korten. Op die manier kan het afstromende water geen al te
grote snelheden ontwikkelen en wordt een deel van de erosieve kracht getemperd. Zo wordt
de bodem voor een deel beschermd tegen erosie.
Het water moet zo efficiënt mogelijk opgevangen worden, rekening houdend met de
behoeften van de vegetatie die men wil of kan gebruiken om de hellingen te herbebossen.
Tegelijkertijd moet men de erosie tot op een aanvaardbaar niveau brengen. Ook de stabiliteit
van de constructie en de praktische haalbaarheid zijn factoren die de optimale dimensies van
de infiltratie greppels mee bepalen.

De Weirdt (2005) werkte op dezelfde gegevens en bepaalde voor elke meetplaats de
optimale afstand tussen twee infiltratiegreppels met een bepaalde praktische dimensie. De
tussenafstanden gingen van 4,4 m (Peña Flor) tot 7,2 m (Arayan).
Er werd verondersteld dat elke meetplaats deze tussenafstanden zou toepassen bij het
aanleggen van infiltratie greppels. Er werd dan berekend met behulp van vergelijking 4 wat
de sediment toevoer zou zijn in deze greppels na een zware regenbui. Deze regenbui werd
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gehaald uit een tijdreeks met uurmetingen gedaan in een weerstation nabij La Serena tussen
Juni 1996 en Juli 1998. De bui is de volgende :
•

Van 10/6/1996 tot 12/6/1996 , 34 uur met en totale neerslag van 85,6 mm en een
gemiddelde intensiteit van 2,5 mm h-1 .

Tabellen 2,3 en 4 vatten de resultaten samen voor elke locatie en voor drie verschillende
hellingen. Ook het aantal gelijkaardige buien nodig om de volledige greppel op te vullen is
weergegeven.

Om de levensduur van de infiltratiegreppels uit te drukken in jaren moet men een ontwerpbui
creëren representatief voor zoveel mogelijk natuurlijke buien in Chili. Hiervoor is
gedetailleerde informatie nodig over een lange periode. Deze gegevens waren niet
verkrijgbaar. Toch kan men uit tabel 2 tem. 4 afleiden dat een tamelijk groot aantal buien
zoals de 34-uur bui nodig zijn alvorens de greppels volledig zouden opvullen. En aangezien
er jaarlijks niet zo heel veel buien voorkomen (10-15 tal), lijkt het dat de infiltratiegreppels
jaren meekunnen al dient wel te worden gezegd dat een greppel geplaatst op een 30%
helling (tabel 4) ongeveer 6 à 7 keer minder lang meegaat dan één op een 10% helling.

Tabel 2 Sediment depositie in greppel bij hellingspercentage 10%.

Locatie

Sediment depositie
(kg)

(ton ha-1)

Aantal buien voor
(dm³)

volledige opvulling

Quebrada de Talca

2,03

0,995

1,23

391

Arayan

1,18

0,546

0,78

619

Peña Flor

1,15

0,871

0,78

614

Embalse Recoletta

1,02

0,642

0,73

661

Cañas de Choapa

2,36

1,210

1,45

331

Quelen

0,97

0,588

0,64

752
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Tabel 3 Sediment depositie in greppel bij hellingspercentage 20%.

Locatie

Aantal buien voor

Sediment depositie
(kg)

(ton ha-1)

(dm³)

volledige opvulling

Quebrada de Talca

9,3

4,559

5,63

85

Arayan

3,68

1,704

2,42

199

Peña Flor

3,7

2,803

2,52

191

Embalse Recoletta

3,68

2,314

2,62

183

Cañas de Choapa

8,29

4,251

5,10

94

Quelen

3,5

2,121

2,30

208

Table 4 Sediment depositie in greppel bij hellingspercentage 30%.

Locatie

Sediment depositie
(kg)

-1

(ton ha )

Aantal buien voor
(dm³)

volledige opvulling

Quebrada de Talca

12,83

6,289

7,77

62

Arayan

6,76

3,130

4,44

108

Peña Flor

7,63

5,780

5,19

92

Embalse Recoletta

7,8

6,289

5,56

86

Cañas de Choapa

13,76

7,056

8,47

57

Quelen

7,42

4,497

4,88

98

The hoeveelheid bodemverlies als gevolg van deze regenbui varieert van minder dan 1 ton
ha-1 op de 10% helling (tabel 2) tot meer dan 7 ton ha-1 op een 30% slope (tabel 3). Deze
cijfers lijken redelijk op het eerste zicht, maar men moet zich realiseren dat dit het gevolg is
van slechts één bui en met de aanwezigheid van greppels op de helling die de hellingslengte
inkorten. Daarbij komt dat in ariede gebieden de bodems meestal ondiep zijn en
bodemvorming een traag proces is. Om deze redenen kunnen de cijfers uit tabel 2 tem. 4
eerder als relatief veel worden beschouwd.

Figuur 5 toont de totale hoeveelheid bodemverlies in ton per ha als gevolg van dezelfde 34uren regenbui per meetplaats en met de aanwezigheid van de respectievelijke
infiltratiegreppels.
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14
Sediment loss (Ton/ha)

12
10
30%

8

20%
6
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4
2
0
Quebrada Arayan Peña Flor Embalse Cañas de Quelen
de Talca
Recoleta Choapa

Figuur 5. Totale hoeveelheid bodemverlies als gevolg van de 10/6/1996 – 12/6/1996, 34 uur regenbui, voor elke
meetplaats en per hellingsgraad.

De verschillen in erodibiliteit tussen de meetplaatsen kunnen verklaard worden adhv. de
textuurverschillen,

met

name

het

leempercentage.

De

plaatsen

met

een

hoger

leempercentage waren minder gevoelig voor erosie.
Een andere belangrijke factor hierin was de runoff-coëfficiënt, dit is de fractie van het
neerslagwater dat afstroomt in plaats van te infiltreren. Alhoewel deze factor ook gerelateerd
is aan de textuur is het toch zo dat vele factoren ervoor kunnen zorgen dat de poriëngrootte
– en dus de infiltratie – groter of kleiner is aan het bodemoppervlak dan de onderliggende
minerale bodem.
Vergelijking 4 en 5 werden toegepast in een fysisch erosiemodel, STM3D, om de erosie te
voorspellen van een lange helling zonder infiltratiegreppels. Hiervoor is een model nodig dat
voor elk hellingsegment de hoeveelheid afstromend water dat binnen komt en buiten gaat
bepaald, zoals STM3D.
Het model bleek spijtig genoeg niet in staat zinnige resultaten te genereren. Misschien moet
het concept aangepast worden aan regenbuien met zeer lage intensiteit, typisch voor de
Chileense ariede gebieden.
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